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ABSTRACT
This research explores the idea of extracting three-dimensional features from video
clips, in order to aid various video analysis and mining tasks. Although video analysis
problems are well-established in the literature, the use of three-dimensional information in is scarce due to the inherent difficulties of building such a system. When the
only input to the system is a video stream with no previous knowledge of the scene
or camera (a typical scenario in video analysis), extracting meaningful and accurate
3D representations becomes a very difficult task.
However, several recently proposed methods have shown some progress in working
towards this goal by applying techniques from various other topics including simultaneous localization and mapping, structure from motion, and 3D reconstruction. In
the research presented here, I present two main contributions towards solving this
problem. First, I propose a method capable of generating a three-dimensional representation of a scene as observed by a monocular video, using no previous information.
The method exploits the movement of the camera while robustly tracking features
over time in order to obtain multiple views of a scene and perform 3D reconstruction.
This system performs automatic camera calibration, estimates the three-dimensional
structure of the scene, and tracks the scene across time while refining its results as
new frames are obtained. Additionally, the system can track a scene even under the
presence of moving people, a limitation of most SLAM and SFM approaches available
in the literature. Secondly, I present a method for extracting the three-dimensional
pose and motion of a person in a video. The method extends previously published
work related to two-dimensional human pose estimation by incorporating a human
motion model and expands the two-dimensional pose onto three dimensions using
several heuristics. Together, these methods yield an intrinsic 3D representation of
the static background and the people in a scene which can be used to solve various
video analysis tasks.
To prove the feasibility of my proposed method, I show how it can be used to
xii

solve a selection of video analysis tasks. First, I show how a three-dimensional point
cloud of the scene can be used along with robust feature tracking to detect shotboundaries in the video. Next, I present an automatic approach to stereoscopic video
conversion using no prior knowledge of the input video. Finally, I illustrate how a
three-dimensional human model can be incorporated with simple linear classifiers to
perform human action recognition with high classification results.

xiii

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1

Problem Statement

The use of digital videos grows substantially every day, due in part to online
databases such as YouTube [77] and Vimeo [74] and the dropping costs of video
recording and storing hardware. YouTube alone grows at an incredible rate of 35
hours of video uploaded every single minute [77], a figure that is steadily increasing.
Each video is capable of storing significantly large amounts of data, making it an
ideal tool for analyzing various forms of content, ranging anywhere from personal
recordings to professional television and film productions. On account of this, the
need for fast and accurate video analysis methods is quickly making this a prominent
field of active research. The aim of video analysis is to analyze these huge amounts
of data and extract meaningful information to solve a specific problem.
Video analysis is a very broad topic that can be broken down into many different
areas, each solving very different tasks. Some of these areas may include detection,
multimodal analysis, representation, summarization, browsing, and retrieval [14, 76].
Detection deals with locating occurrences of an object present in a video. This may
refer to a general class of objects (e.g., cars), or a specific instance of an object (e.g.,
1992 Honda Accord in red). Multimodal analysis studies aspects such as shot boundary detection and key frame extraction. Video representation studies different ways
of representing a video. Video summarization studies the problem of summarizing
the entire content of a video and generating metadata. Video browsing handles the
problem of browsing sections of videos without viewing them in their entirety. Finally,
video retrieval deals with the problem of retrieving videos based on some user-defined
query by analyzing the content in each video.
1

The vast majority of video analysis works published to date follow the same basic principle: they treat a video as a sequence of images and extract information
needed by employing the use of various image descriptors that rely on low-level measurements of each image frame. Several works in the literature have shown that
such approaches can be successful, but their measurements are still bounded by twodimensional representations of the scene. Video scenes, however, typically contain
an inherent three-dimensional structure to them which is not captured by low-level
measurements alone. Extracting such a structure can provide very useful information about each video, which can in turn produce an excellent foundation to perform
various video analysis tasks or improve the result of existing methods.
Although the idea of using of three-dimensional data for video analysis has been
proposed previously, the number of published works employing this general idea is
very limited. This is likely due to the inherent difficulty of extracting meaningful
three-dimensional representations from a video clip where no prior knowledge of the
scene geometry or camera parameters is given. The complexity of the problem is increased further since the vast majority of videos to date are recorded using monocular
cameras, as opposed to using stereo cameras whose two views may be interpolated
to calculate the relative depth and three-dimensional structure of the objects in the
scene.
With this research, my ultimate goal is to present a new and innovative method
of approaching video analysis tasks by considering the inherent three-dimensional
structure of the data. Here I will present a novel algorithm capable of extracting
the intrinsic three-dimensional structure of a scene as observed by the camera. I will
show not only that is it possible to extract this inherent three-dimensional structure
of a scene under the proper circumstances but also how such information can be
used to solve various problems including (but certainly not limited to) shot-boundary
detection, stereoscopic video conversion, and activity recognition.

1.2

Background

Although the exact problem of extracting three-dimensional measurements for
video analysis has not been extensively covered in the literature, there are several
recent works that attempt to solve problems with very similar characteristic as the
one presented here because extracting three-dimensional information from 2D images
2

and videos is a classic problem in computer vision. Therefore, a thorough literature
review would be too long and tedious. Instead, I will give a detailed description of a
few select publications that concentrate on recently published methods related to the
problem of estimating three-dimensional geometry of a scene from a single view. Most
of the works reviewed here fall into one of three categories: structure from motion
(SFM), simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM), and 3D from 2D. Typical
SLAM techniques usually employ the use of Kalman filters [51] and particle filters [22]
in order to track features and estimate the location of the camera in the observed
scene. Structure from motion approaches attempt to recover the physical, threedimensional structure of the observed scene from the camera motion present in the
video. Works related to 3D from 2D attempt to extract meaningful three-dimensional
objects from 2D videos in an attempt to solve some particular problem.

1.2.1

Structure from motion

Structure from motion is an area of computer vision dealing with the problem
of extracting an estimate of the structure of each object in the scene based on observations of object and camera motions. These techniques measure the observed
movement of features across video frames in order to estimate the position of the
camera as well as the three-dimensional location of the image features being tracked.
Most methods follow some variant of the standard SFM pipeline, which goes as follows: extract and match features, estimate camera pose, and refine measurements.
Typical SFM algorithms place more importance on the quality of the reconstructions
over anything else. Some of the more recent approaches are capable of performing all
calculations in real time, while tracking a relatively dense number of features. These
methods are extremely relevant to the problem of estimating the three-dimensional
structure of video clips because most of them use frames from monocular video sources
as input.
Recent work by Tola et al. [69] shows that structure from motion approaches do not
have to be constrained to completely static scene, thus providing a possible solution
to the multi-body structure from motion problem for the single camera case. In other
words, the problem is to estimate a three-dimensional reconstruction of the scene
containing a camera under arbitrary motion as well as independently moving objects.
The authors make several assumptions in order to solve the problem. First, they
assume there are only two types of motion present in the scene: camera motion and
3

the independently moving objects. Each motion is assumed to be slow and constant
in one direction. Second, the scene does not contain any abrupt changes in lighting
over time, and each object in the scene is rigid. Finally, the intrinsic parameters of
the camera are assumed to be known beforehand.
The first step of the algorithm is to solve the correspondence problem over a
large number of frames. This is done with the Lucas-Kanade tracking algorithm
implemented into the OpenCV library [4], using the trajectory of points to solve
correspondences. For each independently moving object, a fundamental matrix Fi
can be computed that satisfies the epipolar constraint, which states that given two
views of a scene and a set of corresponding points {x, x′ } in each of these views, these
points are related to each other via the fundamental matrix F as x′T F x = 0, where x is
a set of points in one view, and x′ is the corresponding set of points in the other view.
Using a RANSAC-based fundamental matrix estimation, the F matrix, estimated
by random sampling, will correspond to the points of the most prominent motion
in the scene (typically background points due to camera motion), leaving all other
trajectories as outliers. If the same process is repeated on the outlying trajectories,
the next F matrix computed should correspond to the next most dominant motion;
it can be repeated to estimate a fundamental matrix for all independently moving
objects in the scene.
In order to simplify the calculation, trajectories are divided into one of four categories. The first are complete trajectories, which are trajectories visible in all the
frames of the video. The second are incomplete right trajectories, which begin somewhere within the video and continue to the end. The third are incomplete left trajectories, which are present in the beginning of the video but end before the video
ends. The fourth and final are incomplete trajectories, which begin and end within
the video and are not visible in the first or last frames. The first three categories of
trajectories are used. This segmentation of individual trajectories has four steps:
1. Perform RANSAC using the first and last frame in the video to extract first F
matrix.
2. Perform RANSAC on outliers of previous step to find independently moving
objects (IMO).
3. Perform RANSAC on the IMO points of step 2 using the first and next-to-last
frame to find complete-left trajectories.
4

4. Perform RANSAC on the IMO points of step 2 using the second and last frame
to find complete-right trajectories.
5. Repeat steps 3 and 4 on the rest of the frames.
The incomplete trajectories, along with points labeled as outliers after performing
RANSAC n number of times, are discarded from the rest of the algorithm. From
the fundamental matrix Fi , the authors decompose it into rotation and translation
matrices because the intrinsic parameters of the camera are assumed to be known.
With these matrices, the points are triangulated to find the three-dimensional location
in the world coordinate frame using the triangulation method described by Hartley
and Zisserman [27]. The overall reconstruction is then refined by minimizing the
re-projection error of the three-dimensional points using global bundle adjustment,
parameterized by the equation:
n
m X
X

d(xji , P j , Xi ),

(1.1)

i=1 j=1

where xji represents the ith image point seen with camera j, P j is the set of all
camera matrices, and Xi is the set of all three-dimensional points calculated from all
the cameras. Minimizing equation 1.1 with respect to P j and Xi is the final step in
the three-dimensional structure estimation.
Afterwards, the scene is estimated using the fundamental matrix estimate along
with triangulation, in order to build a three-dimensional reconstruction of each independently moving object. The importance of this work stems from the fact that
this is one of the few available methods that can reconstruct a scene observed by
a single camera while also reconstructing the objects moving independently in the
scene. This is crucial to estimating three-dimensional structure for video analysis
and mining because most other approaches assume a static scene and are unable to
reconstruct the moving objects.
Another very important work using structure from motion was published by
Mouragnon et al. [41, 42]. The importance of this work stems from the fact that,
although it was designed as a vehicle localization system, it would be trivial to modify it for extracting three-dimensional features from videos. Here, the authors propose
a method to perform real-time three-dimensional reconstruction of a scene viewed by
a single monocular camera. The method finds features in video frames and matches
them across time to exploit parallax and estimate three-dimensional structure. By
5

tracking features over time, the authors use separate video frames to simulate a stereo
view of a scene.
The first step of the method is to find salient image features in the frames of the
video. For this, the Harris corner detector [24] is employed. For a given image point
in the first frame I1 , the corresponding point is searched inside a region of interest
in the second frame I2 . Zero-mean normalized cross correlation (ZNCC) is used as a
distance measure to find the matching point inside the region of interest. Pairs with
high ZNCC scores are selected as corresponding points between the pair of video
frames I1 , I2 . In order to achieve good reconstruction results, the two frames used
must be far enough away from each other so that enough parallax is visible, but not
too far so that they still have a large number of points in common. To achieve this,
not all frames are used for three-dimensional triangulation, only selected key frames.
When the system is first initialized, the first frame is always considered a key frame
and is considered I1 . The second key frame I2 is selected so that there are as many
image frames as possible between I1 and I2 , but the two key frames have at least M
points in common. In this work, the authors use a value of M = 400. A third key
frame I3 is then selected in a similar manner as the first two key frames. The distance
between I2 and I3 should be as large as possible with I2 and I3 having at least M
points in common, and I1 and I3 having at least M ′ points in common. The authors
use a value of M ′ = 300 in the experiments presented in [41, 42]. The coordinate
system of I1 is set as the world coordinate frame, and the relative poses between
all the views are calculated using the 5-point algorithm along with RANSAC. The
three-dimensional points are then triangulated using I1 and I3 .
After initialization, estimating the camera pose Ci at time i is done by first selecting a set of points p visible from the last video frame as well as the last key frame.
The projection of these points from previous camera poses (Ci−1 , Ci−2 , . . .) as well as
their three-dimensional coordinates are known. Using these coordinates, the authors
employ the use of Grunert’s pose estimation algorithm to find the camera pose [23].
As previously mentioned, only a small set of key frames are used for three-dimensional
estimation. For a new key frame to be added by the system, one of two conditions
must be met: if either the number of matched points between the current image frame
and the last key frame drops below the previously mentioned threshold M or if the
uncertainty of the camera pose becomes too large. If either of these two conditions
holds true, the system selects the next incoming frame as a key frame.
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After a new key frame is added to the system, a bundle adjustment optimization
takes place. This optimization is a Levenberg-Marquard minimization of a cost function f i at time step i defined as f i (C i , P i ), where C i contains the extrinsic parameters
of the current camera, and P i is the set of three-dimensional points visible from the
camera at pose C i . It is essentially a minimization of the re-projection error of the
points. The authors here recognize that bundle adjustment calculations become increasingly expensive as the number of key frames grows. To solve this problem and
retain real-time performance, the authors perform local bundle adjustment, where
the process only optimizes the extrinsic parameters of the last n cameras, taking into
account the projection of the points in the last N frames.
The cost function to be minimized by local bundle adjustment can now be represented as:
X
X
f i (C i , P i ) =
d2 (pij , Ki pj ) ,
(1.2)
Ci ∈{Ci −N +1; Ci }

pj ∈P j

where the right hand side of the equation is the sum of the squared Euclidean distances
between the estimated projection of a point from the ith camera (Ki pj ), and its
observed location in the image (pj ). It is important to note that Ki is the projection
matrix of the ith camera Ci , and is composed of the extrinsic parameters (calculated
from the camera pose) as well as the intrinsic parameters which are assumed to be
known by the system.
This method offers several great techniques which can be used for three-dimensional
video estimation. It does, however, suffer from several limitations. The biggest being
the number of features tracked. Recall that the system attempts to track at least 300
features across frames, and while this is a sufficient number to attempt to estimate the
location of the camera (which is the principal objective of the approach), it will still
yield a reconstruction that is too sparse for video analysis in many cases. Secondly,
because the method is limited to Harris corners, low-gradient areas of the video will
not be tracked at all. Finally, the system assumes the scenes are completely static,
rendering it useless for many available videos.
In a related work, Klein and Murray [29] present a framework for augmented
reality that uses a single camera to estimate the structure of a scene in real time.
The method splits the tasks of tracking and mapping into separate threads, taking
advantage of the fact that most modern computers contain multiple CPU cores. Not
all frames are used for mapping, only a small subset of frames. These key frames do
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not need to be processed in real time, as long as the computation is finished before
the next key frame is retrieved.
The method deals with rapid camera motions by using a 4-level Gaussian pyramid of the image and performing a coarse-to-fine tracking procedure. When a new
key frame is first processed, the system initially searches for a small number of the
coarsest-scale features (50 features are typically used) according to the previous camera pose estimate, and these are used to calculate the updated camera pose. Then,
the system searches for a large number of fine-level features in the image (in their
experiments, the authors used 1000 features) according to the updated camera pose,
and calculates a final pose estimate.
During tracking, the method keeps a fraction of the number of successfully tracked
features over the total number of features. If this fraction drops below a threshold
Tmin , the tracking is considered poor and no new key frames are inserted until the
fraction goes above the threshold again. This is so because poor tracking results indicate there are poor tracking conditions currently in the frame (caused by occlusion,
motion blur, etc.). While this fraction is above Tmin , several conditions must be met
in order for the system to add a new key frame. First, the previous key frame must
be at least 20 frames apart so that the stereo calculations have a wide baseline to
work with and can achieve more accurate reconstructions. Also, the camera must
be a minimum distance away from the closest feature in the map. This prevents a
problem that may occur of stationary features corrupting the map.
During initialization, the mapping uses stereo to build the initial map. Because
the input video stream comes from a single monocular camera, the system requires
some user intervention at startup. The user grabs two frames so that the camera is
translated between them, creating a stereo image pair. Next, 1000 points are tracked
at the coarsest pyramid level and the 5 point algorithm along with RANSAC is used
to estimate the essential matrix. The essential matrix is related to the previously
mentioned fundamental matrix as E = K T F K, where F is the fundamental matrix,
and K is the intrinsic camera matrix. The equation defining the essential matrix is
x̂′T E x̂ = 0, where x̂ ↔ x̂′ are corresponding points in stereo image pairs, and the x̂
notation denotes the set of image points x after being converted to normalized image
coordinates [27]. The correlation between frames is performed using zero-mean sum
of squared differences and is calculated on pixels along the epipolar line of the second
image. At this step, the corresponding points in the images can be triangulated to
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determine the three-dimensional location of the points in the world coordinate frame.
Once the points have been estimated, the dominant plane in the image is estimated
using RANSAC in order to find the best surface for projecting augmented reality
objects. The pose estimate and three-dimensional point locations of the system are
optimized using local bundle adjustment to minimize the re-projection error of the
points. In the case that the local bundle adjustment optimization converges and the
system does not need to add new key frames, the thread responsible for mapping can
use its free CPU cycles to improve the map. This is done by remeasuring features
in previous key frames. Given a particular feature already in the map, the original
measurement was based on two image frames (used to simulate a stereo pair). During
this step, if the feature is visible in other key frames, it is remeasured and reinserted
into the map. This refinement step is given very low priority in the system and only
occurs if the mapping thread is idle (i.e., optimization has converged and no new key
frames are being inserted into the system). As soon as a new key frame is inserted,
this process is interrupted in order to handle the new frame and perform the necessary
calculations.
When using a video clip as input (instead of a video camera, as originally intended), the system is capable of tracking features as long as the intrinsic camera
parameters are predefined, and image features are clearly visible. This system is capable of generating a relatively dense reconstruction of the scene in real time that
encapsulates some information about the scene but is not sufficiently dense to apply
directly to most video analysis tasks.
In the recent work by Newcombe and Davison [45], the authors present an extension of the original work by Klein and Murray [29] which allows for a completely
dense reconstruction of a small scene observed by a camera. This method begins by
using the sparse set of features from Klein and Murray [29] as a starting point, and
fits a sample base mesh onto these points. Camera bundles with overlapping viewing
surfaces are selected around a given reference pose. The initial base surface is then
sampled at every pixel and compared between the original appearance of the surface
and an updated view corresponding to a different camera position. The comparison
is done across every pixel using variational optical flow, and in order to achieve realtime performance the optical flow is computed on the GPU. The base surface can
then be deformed at each pixel location into a photo-consistent local model. The
system is capable of generating very dense and accurate reconstructions of observed
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scenes, making it a very powerful candidate for extracting features from videos. Because it relies on several views of a given area from different camera locations, the
reconstructions can be somewhat simple when using a video clip as input, as opposed
to the examples presented by Newcombe and Davison [45] where a video camera was
purposely navigated around an environment using various camera poses to observe
the same scene. Still, the approach manages to build a completely dense reconstruction of the observed scene in real time, which can be useful for solving several video
analysis tasks. However, following the majority of works discussed here, it is limited
to completely static scenes.

1.2.2

Simultaneous localization and mapping

Simultaneous localization and mapping approaches attempt to localize the camera
and map the viewable environment at the same time. These approaches are typically
used in robotics in order to allow the robots to recognize and navigate their environments successfully. Because of this, SLAM methods typically place their importance
on camera location over anything else, and real-time performance is usually a requirement. Various forms of SLAM algorithms exist, most of them depending on the type
of input data used. Common input sensors include laser scanners and video cameras
(both stereo and monocular). Here, because it is trivial to modify these methods to
use a video clip as input, I concentrate on SLAM methods that use a single camera.
One of the most popular single camera SLAM frameworks is MonoSLAM by Davison et al. [9]. The method presents an efficient approach capable of localizing a single monocular camera and simultaneously estimating the relative three-dimensional
structure of the environment seen by the camera, all with real-time performance. The
world is modeled as a probabilistic three-dimensional map, and the system stores the
current state of the camera, interesting features observed as well as the uncertainty
of the estimates. Features may be added or removed from the map according to their
uncertainty. The map is initialized at startup and is continuously being updated via
an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) [9, 20, 51]. The map is made up of a state vector x̂
and covariance matrix P . The state vector, composed of the camera vector x̂v and all
the feature vectors ŷi , is an estimate of the camera and visual features mapped in the
world. The covariance matrix P is a square matrix that can be divided into individual
sub-matrix elements, allowing the probability distribution to be approximated by a
single multivariate Gaussian distribution. The state vector and covariance matrix are
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The camera and feature vectors describe the main scene elements. The elements
of the camera vector x̂v essentially describe the extrinsic parameters of the camera,
while the elements of the feature vectors ŷi describe the three-dimensional location
of each feature in the world coordinate frame. These vectors are defined as:
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respectively. For the camera vector, the term rW C stores the current three-dimensional
position of the camera in world coordinates, q W C is an orientation quaternion describing the orientation of the camera in terms of azimuth and elevation, v W is the velocity
of the camera, and ω W is the angular velocity. For the feature vector, the first three
terms (xi , yi , zi ) define the three-dimensional location of the camera’s optical center
at the time the feature was first observed, (θi , φi ) is the azimuth and elevation for
the ray m(θi , φi ) from the camera to the observed feature, and ρi is the inverse depth
( d1i ) of the feature along this ray. These parameters keep track of a three-dimensional
point located at:


xi

 1
(1.5)
 yi  + m (θi , φi ) .
ρi
zi
The primary function of the map is to provide localization of the camera, not a
dense mapping of the environment. Because of this, a sparse set of landmarks are
used for localization. Keeping the number of landmarks small helps achieve real-time
performance. In order for this probabilistic map to function properly, the assumption
is made that the map is rigid and all landmarks are stationary. The only motion
observed in the scene is caused by the arbitrary camera movements.
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Visual landmarks are initially found in the image by searching for salient image
regions using the Shi and Tomasi operator [58]. A window of 11 × 11 pixels is used
to extract an image patch at the given location. The patch is assumed to be planar
and the surface normal is initially set to be equal to the optical axis of the camera
(to be updated later). This image patch is projected as an image and saved as a
template for matching. When a new view of this feature occurs during the execution
of MonoSLAM, the new visible image is compared to this template. These templates
are created from the first time a landmark is observed and are never updated. When
a feature is detected, it is immediately inserted into the map with a large possible
depth range of [1, inf], coded as a Gaussian [40]. As points are reobserved over time,
the Extended Kalman Filter re-estimates the depth of each feature until it converges
to a more accurate depth value. For this to occur, there must be enough parallax
observed by the camera. Otherwise, the system assumes the features are at infinity.
Such features contribute only to estimating the camera position.
In order to model the movement of the camera, the authors employ a “constant
velocity, constant angular velocity model” [9]. This model does not necessarily assume
the camera moves at a constant velocity; instead, it expects that accelerations occur
with a Gaussian profile. In other words, there are no sudden accelerations. At a given
point in time, an acceleration aW and angular acceleration αR cause a change in the
velocity and angular velocity of the camera, described as:
VW
ΩR

n=
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=

aW ∆t
αR ∆t

!

,

(1.6)

which in turn is used to update the camera state vector in the following manner:
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In order to provide good localization while achieving real-time performance, the
system continuously measures 12 features at a time. If the number of currently visible
features falls below 12 at any point in time, a new feature is added to the map. If a
feature is expected to be seen but fails to be found, the system continues trying to
look for it until the ratio of times found and times not found falls below a certain
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threshold. When this happens, the feature is removed from the map entirely. This
usually happens when a feature is focused on an object that is moving, occluded, or
drastically changes in appearance (possibly caused by sudden changes in lighting).
This MonoSLAM algorithm has several benefits that make it an excellent candidate for extracting three-dimensional information from a video. The only input
to the system is a video stream from a monocular camera, and it is able to extract
three-dimensional points in the scene in real time from the input video. Unfortunately, the runtime of the algorithm is O(N 2 ) where N is the number of points in the
probabilistic map. In order to achieve real-time performance, the authors place an
upper bound of N = 100 and perform the SLAM cycle with a sparse set of features.
Because the primary goal is to provide accurate localization, a sparse set of points
works nicely to solve this problem. In order to map the environment with a dense
cloud of points, however, the value of N would have to be much larger than 100,
causing a larger increase in computation time required.
The MonoSLAM framework was later expanded by Castle et al. [5] to add the
capability of recognizing and tracking planar objects in a scene. The basic idea is
to use SIFT features originally proposed by Lowe [35] to perform object recognition.
Because SIFT features can be computationally expensive, the authors only extract
SIFT features at specific points in time, in order to maintain the average framesper-second high enough for real-time applications. Although the recognition is based
purely on two-dimensional elements, this framework shows the potential of fusing
object detection and recognition, camera tracking, and scene reconstruction within a
single framework that uses a single camera feed as input, which may also be replaced
with a video clip as input, provided that the camera calibration parameters are known
beforehand.

1.2.3

3D from 2D

Methods in this category attempt to extract three-dimensional features from
videos in order to solve various problems. Most of them borrow basic notions behind
SFM and SLAM approaches to perform some sort of depth measurement, whether it
is a very sparse depth representation of a scene or a completely dense reconstruction.
The work by Zhou et al. [78] presents a technique for video retrieval that extracts
planar surfaces from videos. The basic assumption of the work is that most videos do
not contain sufficient number of views to extract detailed three-dimensional models
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of objects, thus the authors aim to extract planar surfaces instead. The method
begins by matching image features across frames using the sum of squared difference
measure to obtain a set of correlating points. Next, the camera parameters are
used to estimate the scene geometry and obtain a three-dimensional reconstruction.
RANSAC [19] is then used to fit a plane onto the cloud of three-dimensional points.
However, rather than using the standard approach to random sampling (i.e., choose
3 points to define a plane, calculate the distance between the plane and the rest
of the points, and repeat until the number of outliers falls below a threshold), the
authors propose a strategy to obtain maximum likelihood estimation of flat surfaces
by iterating the RANSAC operation in an expectation-maximization context in order
to find a minimized global error. The experiments presented in this paper show that
the proposed method obtains more robust estimations of planes from videos but is
limited to cases where there is visible parallax (in order to generate a meaningful
three-dimensional reconstruction). This method shows that it is possible not only to
obtain meaningful reconstructions from video clips by exploiting the visible parallax
but also to use these reconstructions towards video analysis problems.
Ewerth et al. [17] present a context-based video retrieval framework that builds
a description of each video clip based on the depth information extracted from
frames. The algorithm exploits visible parallax in scenes to generate a simplified
three-dimensional reconstruction. First, salient image regions are matched across
frames using Lucas-Kanade optical flow [36]. Next, the fundamental matrix is estimated using the normalized eight-point algorithm [27], and the three-dimensional
locations of each salient image region is calculated using triangulation. The camera
is self-calibrated by a robust estimation of the absolute dual quadric [27], in order
to convert the projective reconstructions to Euclidean ones. Next, depth maps are
generated for each frame by estimating the Euclidean distance between each threedimensional point and the camera center. Because the salient regions in each frame
are very sparse using this method, the resulting depth map will also be very sparse.
Instead, the authors propagate the depth value of each defined point to the pixels
within a fixed distance of each feature location in order to generate a more complete depth map. Clearly, this does not generate depth maps with very accurate
boundaries, but the results are nonetheless very useful. Finally, the authors present
a distance measure for comparing the similarity between depth maps. This approach
was tested using the TRECVID 2005 [48] database for context-based video retrieval.
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The videos used were classified into one of five categories, resulting in retrieval results
ranging from 62% to 79% for most of the categories.
The work by Knorr et al. [31] attempts to generate a stereoscopic three-dimensional
video from a two-dimensional video source. The method begins by tracking features
and selecting keyframes over time using the Geometric Robust Information Criterion
(GRIC) [70]. Next, the intrinsic camera parameters are estimated via self calibration, and the fundamental matrix is calculated from the matched features. The
three-dimensional structure is estimated via triangulation, and the parameters of the
system are minimized via bundle adjustment. Afterwards, virtual cameras are inserted into the sequence to generate the stereo views. Afterwards, the authors apply
a super-resolution approach to increase the resolution and quality of the generated
views. The presented experiments show how the system can track and estimate the
structure of a scene and generate a second view for each frame using the inherent
three-dimensional geometry of the scene.
The work presented by Rothganger et al. [53, 54] illustrates a framework for automatically extracting meaningful three-dimensional representations of objects and
scenes captured from video clips. The method begins by extracting image features
using Difference-of-Gaussians as well as Harris corners. Image patches centered at
each descriptor location are then extracted. As the camera moves, the geometric
appearance of the image patches change according to the viewpoint of the camera.
By combining these geometric constraints under perspective projection between corresponding patches, along with a normalized representation of the appearance of each
region, the authors are able to estimate the location and orientation of each patch,
allowing them to generate accurate three-dimensional models of objects viewed from
multiple views (with the same camera). In their experiments, the authors show
that the models are sufficiently accurate to perform meaningful object recognition in
videos.
In their work, Hengel et al. [73] introduce their VideoTrace system. This software
package allows users to extract meaningful three-dimensional models of objects from
two-dimensional videos. The method uses the Voodoo [68] software package to track
the camera using common feature detectors (SIFT and Harris features) and applying the Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi tracking algorithm [20, 66, 71], while allowing users
to outline simple three-dimensional shapes on the video frames. By tracking these
shapes over time, the method uses a Levenberg-Marquardt optimization technique
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to minimize the distance between points and the estimated surfaces, in order to extract NURBS surfaces and generate three-dimensional models of objects present in
the scene. This system is capable of excellent results when used to extract threedimensional models of objects in the scene. The authors demonstrate the quality of
their results by illustrating several examples where models of vehicles are extracted
from videos and are deformed to appear as if the vehicles had been damaged.
In the work by Schwarzkopf and Richardt [57], the authors introduce the software
package Proteus, which provides much of the same functionality as VideoTrace. In
order to improve upon the previous work, they introduce a “line snapping” technique
that guides the user input when selecting objects. The process is performed by
calculating the gradient magnitude of edge responses on the given frame. When
a user attempts to trace the edge of an object, the system “snaps” their input to
the points with the largest average per-pixel gradient, effectively guiding the user
to trace the strong edges in the video frames. Afterwards, the system makes use of
the normalized eight-point algorithm and triangulation to perform three-dimensional
reconstruction. Like the work by Hengel et al. [73], this system achieves excellent
results at extracting three-dimensional models of objects from two-dimensional video
clips by using interactive computer vision and allowing user interaction during the
main computation loop of the program.

1.3

Proposed Approach

I propose a novel approach for extracting three-dimensional measurements from
a video clip in real time, with no previous knowledge of the underlying system. The
method works by exploiting available camera motion to obtain multiple views of a
scene from different camera positions. In doing so, the available parallax can be
used to compute the relative three-dimensional position of the observed features. In
addition, by estimating the relative pose of humans in the video, the tracker can cope
with independently moving people in the scene. This work can be divided into five
main components, each outlined below.
• Feature extraction attempts to extract a dense set of features across frames
and match them efficiently and accurately. The features should be sufficiently
robust to detect various types of regions and dense enough to have a good spread
across a given image.
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• Camera calibration attempts to estimate the intrinsic camera parameters
such as focal length and camera center. These parameters must be estimated in
order to successfully generate a three-dimensional reconstruction of the scene.
• Initial depth estimation calculates the initial depth of the observed scene.
This initial estimation will provide the initialization of the system, to be used
as a starting point for the three-dimensional scene estimation.
• Feature tracking updates the feature and camera location estimates in subsequent frames. Using the initial depth estimates calculated previously, the
system should be capable of tracking features across time and update their
three-dimensional locations as well as estimate the three-dimensional locations
of any new features inserted into the system.
• Non-camera motion deals with the problem of accurately reconstructing the
observed scenes when objects are present that move individually from the camera. If unaccounted for, such objects will insert large errors into the estimates.
The first component of this research handles the extraction and matching of features across video frames. The features must be robust in terms of the type of regions
they detect because certain frames may contain high-gradient regions, while others
may contain more low-gradient ones, and the number of total features should be sufficiently large to cover the majority of the frame. In addition, the feature matching
step needs to be accurate and efficient, even in frames containing a large number
of features or several features with very similar textures. The second component
deals with the estimation of the intrinsic camera parameters. Because the tracking
involves a projection of features from the three-dimensional coordinate frame of the
world to the two-dimensional coordinate frame of the image frames, these parameters are necessary for the reconstruction to work. Unfortunately, such parameters
are rarely available, thus self-calibration is required. The third component involves
calculating an initial estimate of the tracked image features. These estimates provide an initial reconstructed map, which is to be updated as the rest of the video is
processed. The fourth component involves tracking features across frames, and this
component is where the majority of the processing takes place. The goal is to first
calculate an estimate of the camera location at the given point in time and then refine the three-dimensional location of each of the features being tracked based on the
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current camera location. The final component is an extension of this framework in
order to allow moving people in the scene. Similar to single-camera SLAM or SFM,
this approach is limited to static scenes where the only motion present is due to the
camera. By incorporating a human pose estimate, the system can reconstruct scenes
even under the presence of independently moving people by ignoring features being
occluded by, or located on, the moving person.
My contributions to the field of computer vision are two-fold. First, I propose a
novel method of extracting three-dimensional measurements from a video clip. This
method only takes the video file as input, assumes no knowledge of the underlying
scene, and is able to continuously track a scene even under the presence of moving
people. Second, I propose a novel method for extracting the three-dimensional pose
and motion of a human. This method builds a two-dimensional appearance-based
model of the human and then tracks that model across frames. This two-dimensional
model is then extended into three dimensions by applying a predefined motion model
that attempts to predict the three-dimensional movement of a person observed in a
video. Together, these two approaches are capable of extracting three-dimensional
information of a static scene (background) as well as any moving people within it.
The applications of such a system are vast. Some of the more popular ones include stereoscopic conversion of videos for automatically generating three-dimensional
stereo content [31] as well as augmented reality for special effects [29]. This system
may also be implemented as a visual SLAM algorithm to aid in detection and maneuvering of mobile robots. Additionally, such a system may be incorporated into
existing video analysis systems to improve the performance of various video analysis tasks. Such tasks may include object detection/recognition, content-based video
retrieval, shot boundary detection, egomotion estimation as well as detection and
tracking of individually moving objects.

1.4

Dissertation Outline

The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 gives a detailed description of the tracking and three-dimensional estimation algorithms. This chapter
covers topics such as feature detection and matching, automatic camera calibration,
system initialization, feature estimation and tracking, and data refinement. The
chapter concludes with several illustrated examples showing reconstruction results
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on various data sets, including a comparison with stereo cameras and stereo reconstruction methods, and a discussion of the run-time performance of the algorithm.
Chapter 3 presents the method to detect and track moving people across video frames.
This chapter discusses the facial detection algorithm used for initial detection, the
estimation of the person’s pose, and the motion model used to refine the motion estimates across time. In addition, I discuss my approach for extending the 2D pose
onto a three-dimensional model and the ways this system can be integrated with the
scene analysis algorithm of Chapter 2. The chapter concludes with various experimental results showing both two-dimensional and three-dimensional pose estimates
on several data sets. Chapter 4 provides several applications of the methods discussed
in previous chapters in order to show the feasibility of the algorithms. The applications include automatic stereoscopic video conversion, shot-boundary detection, and
human activity recognition. I provide examples and results for each as well as a qualitative measurement of each result. The dissertation is concluded in Chapter 5 with
a summary of the research and contributions as well as a thorough analysis of each
proposed method. I also discuss the current limitations of each method and possible
solutions to each limitation as potential directions for future research topics.
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CHAPTER 2
THREE-DIMENSIONAL SCENE
ESTIMATION
This chapter presents a detailed discussion on the process of estimating the relative
three-dimensional structure of the background in videos. The chapter begins by first
giving an overview of the feature detectors used, including the detection and matching methodology. Next, system initialization and camera calibration are discussed,
followed by an in-depth description of the tracking and data refinement processes.
The chapter concludes with various illustrated examples as well as a comparison of
results generated with popular stereo vision algorithms.

2.1

Image Features

Because this framework analyzes image frames over time, it is necessary to use
feature detectors to extract salient regions in each image. The literature is filled
with various feature detectors that may be used. For the specific problem being
considered in this research, there are several factors to be evaluated before deciding
on a particular approach. First, the feature detector must be discriminant enough to
provide good tracking performance when matching the same feature across frames.
Second, the feature extractor must provide a relatively dense set of features across
image frames in order to generate a meaningful three-dimensional representation of
the scene. Finally, the descriptors should be able to extract and match features
efficiently for the system to maintain its real-time performance goal.
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2.1.1

Speeded up robust features

One of the most powerful feature detectors available today is the Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [35]. This method calculates oriented histograms of
features and extracts 128-dimensional descriptors, which are rotation and scale invariant. These 128-dimensional descriptors are capable of excellent matching results
across frames, even when dealing with complex or repetitive textures, small changes
in lighting, and varying orientations. The main drawback of the SIFT detector is the
computational cost associated with the detection phase, which can be too slow for
real-time applications in many cases.
To this end, the Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF) [3] feature detector was
introduced. Much like its predecessor, SURF is based on the same principal idea of
oriented histograms of gradients across an image to detect salient regions. However,
in order to minimize computational costs, it employs the use of box filtering and
integral images for efficient computations.
SURF relies on the Hessian matrix of second-order partial derivatives for image
measurements. The Hessian H(x, σ) at image location p = (x, y) and scale σ is
defined as:
"
#
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,
(2.1)
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where Lxx (p, σ) is the convolution of the image point p with a Gaussian second-order
derivative. The authors of SURF show that replacing the Gaussians with box filtering
allows an approximation of the Gaussians that is much faster to compute and has no
observable loss of descriptive performance. Several Gaussians and their corresponding
box filters are illustrated in Figure 2.1. In order to keep computational costs at a
minimum, integral images are used to efficiently compute the summations of the box
filters. An integral image J is defined as
J(x, y) =

′ ≤x y ′ ≤y
x
X
X

I(x′ , y ′ ),

(2.2)

x′ =0 y ′ =0

where I is the original image. This representation allows very fast calculation of the
sum of a rectangular area within image I by four lookups on image J, making it ideal
for calculating various filters very fast.
Another important aspect of SURF features are their invariability to scale size.
Typically, multi-scale measurements are implemented by using an image pyramid,
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of second-order Gaussians and their approximated
box filters. Image obtained from [2].

where the original image is convolved with a Gaussian kernel and then subsampled for
each level in the pyramid. Rather than using this approach, multi-scale measurements
are implemented by upscaling the filter size rather than downscaling the image (in a
pyramid) because of the implied simplicity when using integral images. Detection of
SURF points is composed of three steps. First, values below a predefined threshold t
are removed. Next, non-maxumum suppression is used over a 3 × 3 × 3 neighborhood
to find the SURF points. Finally, each point location is interpolated with its neighbors
for sub-pixel accuracy.
Once the SURF regions have been identified, the system builds a descriptor around
each region to uniquely distinguish it from the rest. The first step is to calculate the
orientation of the given feature. This is done by first calculating the Haar wavelet
responses in the x and y directions in a circular neighborhood of size 6s around the
point location (where s is the scale at which the point was detected). A sliding orientation window covering an angle of size π3 is used to calculate the sum of the wavelet
responses. The direction with the largest response is considered the principal orientation for the feature. This provides an invariance to rotation. Figure 2.2 illustrates
this process.
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Figure 2.2: Sliding window test to determine orientation. The right image
shows the dominant orientation.

Next, a square region is extracted with its center at the feature location and with
the previously calculated orientation. This region is then divided into 4 × 4 smaller
subregions. Each of these subregions yields a measurement vector v composed of:
v=

X

dx ,

X

dy ,

X

|dx | ,

X


|dy | ,

(2.3)

P
where the term
dx corresponds to the sum of the Haar wavelet responses in the x
direction within the given subregion. This yields a 64-dimensional vector that serves
as a descriptor for each SURF feature. The wavelet responses are inherently invariant
to illumination changes, and normalizing the vector provides contrast invariance. The
top-right image of Figure 2.4 illustrates sample SURF points extracted from a video
frame. It is worthwhile to note that a second descriptor is possible, where each
P
P
dx term is computed separately for the case when
dx < 0 and
dx ≥ 0 (and
likewise for each dy ), yielding a 128-dimensional vector with very high discriminative
power. Although the descriptive power of such a descriptor is stronger, the added
dimensionality induces a significant increase in computation time. For this reason,
the work presented here uses the 64-dimensional version of the SURF.
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2.1.2

Maximally stable extremal regions

The SURF feature detector discussed in the previous section provides very high
quality features across images. These features are essentially based on strong gradients, however, and will not fire on low-gradient image regions. To find such features,
typical blob-detection techniques can be employed. Some of these techniques may
include the Determinant of Gaussian or Difference of Gaussian [35]. More recently,
the Maximally Stable Extremal Regions (MSER) [38, 66] technique was proposed,
and has been shown effective in several tasks including wide-baseline stereo matching. The goal is to detect image regions with low contrast within the actual region,
but high contrast with respect to their surroundings. A simple example of such a
region is a black circle against a white background.
Let a region Q of an image be defined as a continuous subset of pixels such that
∀p, q ∈ Q, there is a sequence of adjacent pixels (pAa1 , ai Aai+1 , an Aq), where pAq
defines the adjacency of points p and q. A region boundary ∂Q is the set of pixels
adjacent to the pixels in the set Q, but not belonging to Q. An extremal region
is then defined as the region such that ∀p ∈ Q, ∀q ∈ ∂Q, I(p) > I(q) (maximum
intensity region) or I(p) < I(q) (minimum intensity region). Finally, a maximally
stable extremal region can be defined as follows. Let Q1 , Q2 , ..., Qi be a sequence of
nested extremal regions at different gray-level thresholds. Qi∗ is considered maximally
stable if i is a local minimum satisfying
q(i) =

|Qi−∆ \Qi+∆ |
,
|Qi |

(2.4)

where |Q| denotes the cardinality of the set Q, and the ∆ parameter is chosen empirically. Thus, a maximally stable extremal region is defined as a region containing
a minimal rate of change in area across a range of threshold values, resulting in an
image feature that is invariant to affine transformations. This detection operation
can be performed with linear-time complexity by sorting pixels according to graylevel values, then incrementally adding pixels as the threshold value of the image is
changed [46, 66].
The output of this feature detector will be image regions whose intensities remain constant across different binary threshold values. Such regions typically contain
very small intensity changes within them, making it an effective feature detector for
low-gradient image features. As a result, the SURF and MSER regions provide com24

plementary features; SURF detects high gradient regions, while MSER detects lowgradient ones. The bottom-left image of Figure 2.4 illustrates sample MSER points
extracted from a video frame. For every MSER feature detected, a 64-dimensional
SURF descriptor is used to identify each region. Much like the work in [61, 62, 63],
where maximally stable regions were described using SIFT descriptors, the SURF
descriptor is chosen for its excellent discriminating performance. The descriptor is
composed identically to the one described in Section 2.1.1.

2.1.3

Features from accelerated segment test

Both the SURF and MSER features provide regions with excellent tracking ability,
but alone would not supply a sufficiently large number of features to generate a dense
reconstruction of the scene. To provide a dense number of features for this framework,
the use of the Features from Accelerated Segment Test (FAST) [52] corner detector is
employed. This detector provides an ideal solution due to its capability of extracting
a dense number of points in the image with minimal computational cost, making it
an excellent candidate for the real-time application presented in this research.
The basic idea behind the algorithm is as follows. For a given point in the image,
the surrounding circle with a circumference of 16 pixels is analyzed. The image
location is considered a corner if the circle contains at least 12 continuous pixels
where all of their intensities are greater (or less) than the current image location plus
a threshold t, as illustrated in Figure 2.3. This test is performed very efficiently by
analyzing the circle in segments. Let the pixels on the circle be numbered 1 through
16. Because the corner must contain 12 continuous pixels, the algorithm first checks
if pixels 1 and 9 pass the test. If they do not, the image location is not a FAST
corner. Otherwise, pixels 5 and 13 are analyzed next. This technique can be used to
reject candidate pixels very efficiently. After detection, each corner is described by
a 16-dimensional vector composed of the continuous pixels surrounding the image.
The bottom-right image of Figure 2.4 illustrates sample FAST points extracted from
a video frame.
The threshold value is of great importance in this framework. Larger threshold
values yield stronger corners that are easier to track, while smaller values provide
more point detections in an image, yielding a conceivably denser feature set. Given
that the pixel intensities have a range between 0 and 255, I chose a threshold value of
100 for this particular application. This provides a suitable balance between feature
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Figure 2.3: Illustration of the FAST segment test. Image obtained from [52].

quality and feature-set density.
Because the circle works across a fixed window size of 7 × 7 pixels, incorporating
multi-scale measurements for this corner detector involves using an image pyramid to
scale the test image. For this work, a pyramid of four levels, where each level contains
a subsampled image at half the resolution of the previous level, is used. For example,
if the input video is 640 × 480 in resolution, then the image at level 0 is 640 × 480,
level 1 is 320 × 240, level 2 is 160 × 120, and level 3 is 80 × 60 pixels.

2.1.4

Feature matching

Since real-time performance is one of the goals of this system, matching local
features across frames must be done in an efficient manner. Note that each SURF
and MSER feature point is described by a 64-dimensional vector, while each FAST
point is described by a 16-dimensional vector. The matching criteria for vectors in
these high dimensions must be selected carefully in order to maintain efficiency as
well as high matching performance.
SURF descriptors (as used by the SURF and MSER feature detectors in this
framework) are typically matched via nearest neighbors approaches [3, 35]. In this
work, I use the Fast Library for Approximate Nearest Neighbors (FLANN) [44].
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Figure 2.4: An image frame and resulting feature detection using each
method. Starting from the top-left image and moving clockwise, the figures
illustrate the original video frame, SURF features (green), FAST features
(pink), and MSER features (yellow) extracted from the frame.

FLANN uses the concept of approximate nearest neighbors, defined as
dist(p, q) ≤ (1 + ǫ)dist(p∗ , q),

(2.5)

where p, q are the two query points, and p∗ is the true nearest neighbors. Because
nearest neighbor searches can suffer from a large degradation in performance at high
dimensions, the goal of FLANN is to find the approximate nearest neighbors of a query
point efficiently in high-dimensional spaces. The authors note that both randomized
kd-tree and hierarchical k-means tree algorithms often provide the best solution to
approximate nearest neighbors search. The idea behind FLANN is to consider the
choice between these two algorithms as an additional parameter to the nearest neighbor search routine.
The randomized kd-tree is known to be fast (because it can search multiple trees
in parallel) but has a large memory requirement. The hierarchical k-means tree
can achieve high accuracy but can have a slow build time, depending on the data.
FLANN analyzes the data given and uses a formula to compute the overall cost of
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each algorithm based on build time and memory weight. This formula is defined as
cost =

s + wb b
+ wm m,
(s + wb b)opt

(2.6)

where the parameters wb and wm are the weights of build time and memory respectively. Here, s represents the search time for the number of vectors in the sample
dataset, b represents the build time, and m = mt /md is the ratio of memory used for
the tree (mt ) to memory used for the data (md ). Of the two nearest-neighbor approximation algorithms, the one with the lowest cost is used to find the nearest neighbors
of the dataset. For high-dimensional spaces, this technique has been shown to be
approximately one order of magnitude faster (in query time) than the state-of-the-art
methods.
Given a set of SURF descriptors, FLANN is used to find the 2 nearest neighbors
for each query point. If the nearest neighbor is at least 60% closer to the query than
the second-nearest neighbor, the query point and its nearest neighbor are considered
a match. This approach helps to reduce incorrect matchings due to the ambiguity of
certain image regions.
The FAST descriptors, on the other hand, are matched using different criteria. It
has been shown that these descriptors achieve excellent matching performance by a
sum of squared differences (SSD) measurement [11, 12, 29, 52]. SSD is defined as
SSD(f, g) =

X
i

(f (i) − g(i))2 ,

(2.7)

where f and g are two vectors to be compared. These SSD measurements can be
calculated very quickly and require much less memory than the FLANN scheme.
Additionally, normalized cross correlation (NCC) can also be used to match FAST
features. NCC, defined as
N CC(f, g) =

1 X (f (i) − f¯)(g (i) − ḡ)
,
N i
σf σg

(2.8)

where (f¯, ḡ) are the means and (σf , σg ) are the standard deviations of vectors (f, g)
respectively. NCC measurements can provide higher matching rates at times, but
with a tradeoff of being slower than SSD. For this work, I use SSD to match FAST
features because it has been shown that the SSD criteria functions exceptionally well
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while maintaining real-time performance [52].
For matching FAST features, one must be careful to avoid the O(n2 ) cost of
performing a pairwise comparison between all the features in two adjacent video
frames because this detector can yield a large number of features in a single frame.
To this end, this research follows the strategy proposed in [52], where all vectors are
sorted with respect to their mean value. When matching a new vector, binary search
is first performed to find the feature with the closest mean to the query. Afterwards,
a linear search is done on the sorted list within some distance from the starting point
in order to find the best match. Experiments show that this technique significantly
reduces matching costs, while maintaining high matching rates.

2.2

System Initialization

Before the main tracking processes can begin, the system requires an initialization
step that generates an initial reconstruction of the observed scene as seen in the first
few frames of the video. This reconstruction provides a starting point for the rest of
the tracking algorithm, which will extend and refine the given reconstruction as new
views of the scene become available.

2.2.1

Initial frame selection

The initialization stage begins by performing a stereo matching between two
frames near the beginning of the video clip. Technically, the two frames are not
“stereo” frames because they are obtained from a monocular camera, but using two
frames that capture the scene from different camera positions allows the system to
simulate a stereo image pair. For this step to work properly, the system must find
two frames containing views of the same scene obtained from different angles. Ideally,
the system will find frames containing a translation of the camera along the X or Y
axis of the camera.
Initial frame selection is performed automatically. To find two frames with sufficient camera distance between the two views, the system selects the very first frame
of the video as a keyframe. Features are extracted from this key frame and matched
to the adjacent frames in the video. This matching is carried out for subsequent
frames until one of two conditions is met. First, if the average Euclidean distance
between features surpasses a predefined threshold, then the current frame is chosen
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as the second keyframe. This distance value essentially limits the range of the baseline between the simulated stereo pair. The second condition is that the number of
features tracked from the first keyframe to the current keyframe falls below a minimum threshold. This prevents the initial matching from becoming too sparse, which
in turn would yield a less-than-optimal initial reconstruction. Feature detection and
matching is performed using the techniques discussed in Section 2.1.

It is worthwhile to mention that this process may be improved rather easily by
measuring the displacement of each matched feature in order to determine whether the
observed movement pertains to a rotation or translation of the camera. If all matched
features have uniform displacement in the two keyframes, the camera movement most
likely corresponds to a rotation because no parallax would be observed in this scenario.
Likewise, if features have unique displacements across the two frames being analyzed,
then the motion likely corresponds to a translation because the different matching
distances are likely caused by the observed parallax in the scene. By automatically
determining if the motion is a rotation or translation, the system may be able to
improve the initial keyframe selection by ignoring frames corresponding to simple
rotations because a rotation offers no visible parallax, and thus will yield a “flat”
reconstruction.

Figure 2.5 illustrates part of the initialization process. The top row illustrates
two sample frames, and the bottom row shows the matches between features in the
first keyframe and the current frames. When the average distance between these
matched features becomes sufficiently large or the number of successfully matched
features drops below a threshold, the current frame is chosen as the second keyframe.
Naturally, the number of matched features between the selected keyframes may be
relatively sparse in relation to the resolution of the images. Although replacing this
step with one of the many dense stereo-matching algorithms in the literature would
yield a much denser set of correspondences (incorporating almost every pixel in the
keyframes), such results would not offer any additional benefit over the proposed
approach because the feature detectors of Section 2.1 would not be able to track all
the features at every pixel, and thus all the non-trackable pixels would be deleted
from the three-dimensional map in the later stages of tracking.
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Figure 2.5: Illustration of the initial frame matching process. The top row
shows two of the frames processed during the initialization step, and the
bottom row shows the matching results between the above frames and the
first keyframe.

2.2.2

Scene geometry estimation

Once the system selects the second keyframe, the matched points between the two
selected keyframes are used to compute an estimate of the fundamental matrix using
the normalized eight-point algorithm [20, 27]. The normalized eight-point algorithm is
a very well-known algorithm for estimating the geometry of a scene observed with two
cameras. The algorithm begins by applying a normalization to the set of points. This
normalization corresponds to two transformations applied to the points; a translation
moves the points so that the origin of the new coordinate system is at the centroid
of the image points, and a scaling moves the points so that the mean distance to the
√
centroid is equal to 2. These steps are necessary to ensure an evenly distributed set
of points. Otherwise, the resulting fundamental matrix may be ill-conditioned [25]
by guaranteeing the points are evenly distributed across the frame and the distances
from the centroid are normalized. Next, the normalized points are used to calculate
the Fnorm matrix via least squares. This is done by building the matrix A from the
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corresponding point coordinates, where A is defined as:
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1

(2.9)

and solving for f via least squares on the equation
Af = 0,

(2.10)

where the elements of the vector f form the entries of Fnorm .
Next, we must enforce the singularity constraint on Fnorm . This constraint can be
satisfied by using singular value decomposition as

Fnorm = U ΣV T


D1 0
0


= U  0 D2 0  V T
0
0 D3


(2.11)

and manually setting the smallest diagonal entry of Σ (D3 ) to zero. Afterwards, we
recompute Fnorm with the updated Σ value. Finally, we can denormalize Fnorm to
obtain the final solution for the fundamental matrix estimate as
′
F = Tnorm
Fnorm Tnorm ,

(2.12)

where the matrices T and T ′ corresponds to the normalization transformations applied
in the first step of this algorithm.

2.2.3

Outlier removal and self-calibration

Although the feature matching framework discussed in Section 2.1 provides very
high matching accuracy, there may be certain cases where certain image regions may
be incorrectly matched across image frames. Such errors may be caused by repeating
textures, compression artifacts, or noise due to the low dimensionality of the SURF64 not being sufficiently large to encompass the full nature of the underlying image
patch in certain cases of very complex textures (recall that we do not use the 128dimensional SURF descriptor to minimize computational costs). Because of this, it
can be very useful to remove feature correspondences that are mismatched due to
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various errors.
Given two sets of corresponding image features (pl , pr ) obtained from a pair of
images, the following property holds true:
pr F pl = 0,

(2.13)

where F corresponds to the fundamental matrix calculated from the points. Given
this, the system can iterate through each of the initially matched features looking for
any that do not fit equation 2.13, in an effort to find mismatched features. However,
because the fundamental matrix is obtained using a least-squares approximation, the
solution may not fit the data perfectly for every point, and thus the system must
allow some room for error by adding a small epsilon value to the right-hand side of
equation 2.13. The system iterates through all features, computing this value for each
matched pair. For any features where the value is not close to zero (the value for the
epsilon parameter is guided by a manually set threshold), the system removes such
features from the set.
Next, the intrinsic parameters of the camera must be estimated. Recall that these
parameters are used to form the calibrated camera matrix, defined as:



f γx 0 u0


K =  0 f γy v0  ,
0
0
1

(2.14)

where f corresponds to the focal length of the camera, (u0 , v0 ) are the principal
points denoting the center of projection, and γ defines pixels per unit (if the pixels
are square, then γx = γy ). All these parameters are unique to the camera used to
record the input video. One of the biggest difficulties when working with monocular
videos is attempting to estimate these intrinsic parameters of the camera when no
knowledge of the system is given beforehand.
In order to estimate these parameters, this framework implements the self-calibration
method proposed by Sturm [65]. This method assumes that all the intrinsic parameters are known except for the focal length, which becomes the variable to be calculated. To meet this requirement, my system estimates the previous parameters using
the properties of the input video. The principal points u0 and v0 are defined to be half
of the original resolution of the video, and the aspect ratio of each pixel is assumed
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to be 1 (corresponding to square pixels). Although these parameters may not be true
to the camera used, my experiments show that they provide sufficient information
to allow the auto-calibration algorithm to approximate a calibration matrix precise
enough to perform accurate feature projection and tracking.
From these initial estimates, the
defined as:

γ 0

G= 0 1
u0 v0

system builds the semi-calibrated matrix G,
 

0
γ 1 u0
 

0  F  0 1 v0  ,
1
0 0 1

(2.15)

where F is the previously calculated fundamental matrix, defined in Section 2.2.1. The
basic idea behind the work by Sturm [65] relies on the fact that there is a relationship
that exists between the epipoles, defined as:
G diag(f 2 , f 2 , 1) GT ∼ [e′ ]x diag(f 2 , f 2 , 1) [e′ ]x ,

(2.16)

where e′ corresponds to the second epipole, obtained from the third column of the U
matrix via singular value decomposition of G because e′ is the left nullvector of G.
Recall that the singular value decomposition of G is defined as:
svd(G) = U Σ V T .

(2.17)

From Equation 2.16, we can replace the G term by its singular value decomposition
and solve for f , which yields two linear equations and one quadratic equation, both
used to estimate the focal length of the camera. Because the mathematical derivations
of these equations are outside of the scope of this research, I refer the readers to
Sturm [65] for a more detailed description as to the self-calibration process.
It is worthwhile to mention that this estimate of the intrinsic camera matrix can be
optimized further by refining the estimated values of the principal points (u0 , v0 ) and
pixel aspect ratio (γ) via bundle adjustment. This process is deemed unnecessary in
this work, however, because this current auto-calibration method is able to estimate
an intrinsic camera matrix that provides excellent tracking performance.

2.2.4

Initial reconstruction

Once the fundamental matrix and the intrinsic camera matrix have been calculated from the initial frames chosen by the user, the next step is to build an initial
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Figure 2.6: Illustration of the triangulation problem.

reconstruction of the scene observed by these two frames. To do so, the system first
extracts the extrinsic camera parameters, corresponding to the location and orientation of the camera, from the fundamental matrix estimation as described by Hartley
and Zisserman [27]. Assuming the initial camera location (corresponding to the first
frame chosen during initialization) is at the origin of the world coordinate system, the
extrinsic camera parameters provide the rotation and translation necessary to transform the camera location between the first and second initialization frame. With this
information, the system has the location of the camera at each point in time as well
as a matched set of image features.
The next step is to generate a three-dimensional point cloud of the scene by
calculating the three-dimensional coordinates of each image feature in the world coordinate frame. In order to build this point cloud, the use of triangulation [25, 26, 27]
is employed. The basic idea is to shoot a ray from each camera center to infinity,
passing through each image feature. Ideally, given two matched features, their corresponding rays, originating from their perspective camera locations, will intersect
at some point in the three-dimensional world. The location (in the world coordinate
system) of this intersection is the estimated three-dimensional location of the given
feature. This can be illustrated in Figure 2.6. Here, (C1 , C2 ) are the two camera
locations, and (p1 , p2 ) are two corresponding image features that have already been
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matched. The problem of finding the three-dimensional coordinate for corresponding features in images now becomes finding the intersection point between the rays
C1~p1 and C2~p2 . The problem to this triangulation approach lies in the fact that the
estimated scene parameters are not perfect, and thus the two rays C1~p1 and C2~p2
rarely intersect in space. Therefore, rather than finding the point of intersection, it
is necessary to estimate this point by finding the point of minimum distance between
both rays [26, 27, 66, 71].
There are several approaches for solving this problem including least-squares optimization as well as residual minimization in the projection matrix [66]. In this work,
I use a simple approach of estimating the midpoint of the line segment ω defined by
the points q1 and q2 as described in [27, 66, 71]. The method begins by defining the
rays in each image frame (I1 , I2 ) as:
C1~p1 = ap1

(2.18)

C2~p2 = t + bRT p2 ,

(2.19)

where (a, b) ∈ R, (R, t) are the extrinsic parameters of the stereo system, and both
rays are defined in the reference frame of the left image. Finding the best solution
for the intersection of these two rays is equivalent to finding the midpoint of the line
segment ω that connects these two rays. The endpoints of this segment can be found
from the equation

(2.20)
ap1 − bRT p2 + c p1 × RT p2 = t

by solving for the coefficients a0 , b0 and c0 . The midpoint of this segment yields
the solution for the three-dimensional coordinate of the given image feature. This
process is repeated for each matched image feature in order to build an initial threedimensional map of the scene. This map will store the three-dimensional camera
location at the given point in time as well as the location of each image feature.

2.3

Feature Tracking and Camera Pose
Estimation

Once the system has calculated the fundamental and intrinsic camera matrices as
well as performed the initial three-dimensional reconstruction, then initialization is
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complete and the main tracking process can begin. The basic idea behind the tracking
is simple: for each newly observed frame, project each of the three-dimensional features stored in the map back onto the newly acquired image frame, and then match
the projected features with the newly detected features. The match between projected and new features requires two steps. The features are first matched using the
criteria described in Section 2.1.4. Once a match is found, we determine if the new
feature is located within a local search range of the projected feature. If the newly
matched feature is not found within the localized window, the match is rejected. This
prevents areas of the scene with similar features from introducing mismatched correspondences, and thus corrupting the tracking results. Any of the previously detected
features which fail to match are removed from the map. Once the features have been
tracked in the new frame, the next step is to estimate the location of the camera.
This is done by implementing Grunert’s pose estimation algorithm [23]. This is a
very popular algorithm used by several tracking and SLAM methods and capable of
very accurate results [11, 12, 14, 28, 31, 41, 42]. In order to remove ambiguities in
the solutions, we incorporate the use of RANSAC [19] along with the measurements
to find the estimated pose with the minimum number of outliers.

2.3.1

Feature tracking

For each new video frame observed, the system first tracks the points in the current
map. This tracking has two main steps. First, the features are matched based on
appearance. Features successfully matched by appearance are then matched based on
expected three-dimensional location. Those features that pass both tests are kept in
the three-dimensional map and used for further measurements in the system. Those
who do not pass both tests are assumed to contain measurement errors, and are
completely removed from the system in order to prevent future tracking errors.
Matching features based on appearance is done as described in Section 2.1.4.
Although such techniques provide excellent performance for matching the extracted
image regions between images, the system must also take into consideration the structure of the scene, thereby adding additional constraints to matching criteria. This
constraint will prevent matching errors caused by matching regions of similar appearances but different locations. Such errors are common in scenes with commonly
repeating textures such as a scene with many similarly looking trees. Although two or
more trees may be similar enough in appearance, taking into consideration each tree’s
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Figure 2.7: Illustration of perspective projection.

location in the three-dimensional world helps to reduce the chances of mismatching
trees across frames.
Matching based on feature location is performed by projection, which is illustrated
in Figure 2.7. Recall that this system uses a perspective (or pinhole) camera model
to describe the camera. Under this model, a given three-dimensional point [X, Y, Z]
projects onto the camera’s image plane as
xcam =

fX
Z

ycam =

fY
Z

(2.21)
,

where (xcam , ycam ) are the coordinates of the projected point and f is the focal length
of the camera. Each of these projected points must be related to pixel coordinates
according to the intrinsic camera parameters. This relation can be written as


 


x
f γx 0 u0
xcam
  


 y  =  0 f γy v0   ycam  ,
1
0
0
1
1
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(2.22)

where (x, y) are image coordinates, f is the focal length of the camera, and γ is the
pixel aspect ratio in the x and y direction. Recall from Section 2.2.3 that I assume
the pixel aspect ratio to be 1 in these videos, hence the values for both γx and γy
will be 1 in this work. The projection must also take into consideration the extrinsic
camera parameters to be able to convert points from the world’s coordinate system to
the camera’s coordinate system. Given a point (X ′ , Y ′ , Z ′ ) in the camera’s coordinate
system, it can be converted to the world’s coordinate system (X, Y, Z) by
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(2.23)

where R is a 3 × 3 rotation matrix and t is the 3 × 1 translation vector describing the
position and orientation of the camera. This process is illustrated in Figure 2.8. The
inverse relationship (from world to camera coordinate system) is defined as
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(2.24)

Perspective projection can thus be explained as a combination of Equations 2.21, 2.22,
and 2.24. Putting everything together, the perspective projection equation is defined
as
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(2.25)
 y  =  0 f γy v0 0 
 Z .
0T
1


1
0
0
1 0
1
Using Equation 2.25, the system can project each feature in the three-dimensional
map onto the current frame. If the Euclidean distance between the projected position
and the expected position (estimated using the appearance-based matching) is less
than some predefined threshold, the feature is said to be matched and remains in the
map. However, if the distance between the projected and expected locations is too
large (or if the appearance-based matching fails), the feature is deleted from the map.
The distance threshold used can range anywhere between 5 and 15 pixels and is
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Figure 2.8: Three-dimensional coordinate transform from the camera to the
world coordinate system.

controlled by the velocity of the camera. As the velocity of the camera increases
(either rotational or translational velocity), the threshold comes closer to 15. If the
velocity of the camera decreases over time, the threshold shrinks back closer to 5. A
smaller threshold typically performs better at reducing the number of mismatched regions but cannot cope with fast camera motion. On the other hand, larger thresholds
can typically handle faster camera motions but are more likely to introduce matching
errors due to the larger search space. Adjusting this threshold according to camera velocity provides a balance between tracking quality and robustness to camera
motions.
Additionally, image warping can be used to account for changes in viewpoints when
comparing features and to increase the overall robustness of the tracking. During the
initial detection of each feature, the corresponding image patch is extracted and saved.
When the feature is later compared with another, the saved image patch of the original
feature is warped by back-projecting it onto the three-dimensional reconstruction
surface and then projecting it onto the new image frame. The intensity of the warp is
thus defined by the displacement of the camera between the two corresponding points
in time.
During the tracking process, the system only attempts to track features that are
visible in the current frame. Any feature that is in the three-dimensional map but
not currently visible by the camera is simply ignored until the camera comes back
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Figure 2.9: Geometry of Grunert’s pose estimation algorithm.

to it. Additionally, no effort is made to handle occlusions. If a previously tracked
feature is occluded by another object in the scene, it will be deleted from the map as
soon as it becomes occluded and the system is unable to track it.

2.3.2

Camera pose update

During the main tracking loop, the system updates the tracking results of each
feature for each new frame observed in the video. Once all the features in a given frame
have been successfully matched, the current pose of the camera must be estimated. To
do so, we use Grunert’s pose estimation algorithm [23], a very commonly used camera
pose estimation algorithm in the areas of SLAM and structure from motion [11, 12,
28, 41, 42].
The main idea behind Grunerts algorithm is as follows and as illustrated in Figure 2.9. Assume that point C is the camera, observing three points P 1, P 2, and P 3
in three-dimensional space. Note that these three points are projected onto the image
plane as points q1 = (u1 , v1 ), q2 = (u2 , v2 ), and q3 = (u3 , v3 ), where (ui , vi ) are image
coordinates. The distances between the three-dimensional points is easily calculated
as a = ||P 2 − P 3||, b = ||P 1 − P 3||, and c = ||P 1 − P 2||. The geometry of this scene
forms a tetrahedron with the vertices composed of the camera and the three world
points. To find the camera location from the three known points, we must estimate
the side lengths of this tetrahedron (labeled S1, S2, S3 in the figure). To do so, the
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law of cosines may be applied, yielding the following set of equations:
a2 = S22 + S32 − 2S2 S3 cos(α)

(2.26)

b2 = S12 + S32 − 2S1 S3 cos(β)

(2.27)

c2 = S12 + S22 − 2S1 S2 cos(γ),

(2.28)

where α, β, and γ are the orientation angles. Letting S2 = u.S1 and S3 = v.S1 , S1
can be rewritten as:
a2
(2.29)
S12 = 2 2
u v − 2uv cos α
S12 =

b2
1 + v 2 − 2v cos β

(2.30)

S12 =

c2
.
1 + u2 − 2u cos γ

(2.31)
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These equations can then be rewritten as:
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Using Equation 2.32 to solve for u2 yields:
u2 −

u2 =

(2.33)
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Substituting the solution for u2 of Equation 2.34 back into Equation 2.33 yields a
solution for u in terms of v, written as:

u=



−1 +

a2 −c2
b2



v2 − 2



a2 −c2
b2




cos βv + 1 +

2 (cos γ − v cos α)

a2 −c2
b2



.

(2.35)

Substituting the u term in Equation 2.32 with the one from Equation 2.35 yields
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Figure 2.10: Illustration of camera pose estimation across frames using a
clip from the motion picture Run Lola Run [72].

a fourth-order polynomial in v, written as:
A4 v 4 + A3 v 3 + A2 v 2 + A1 v + A0 = 0.

(2.36)

This polynomial has been shown to have up to four real roots [19, 23], each yielding
a possible solution for the camera pose. RANSAC is used to determine the correct
estimate for the pose, as described by Fischler and Bolles [19]. This random sampling
approach allows the system to test various simple hypotheses very quickly in order
to efficiently converge onto the the most likely solution.
To increase the quality of the camera pose estimate, the system only uses SURF
and MSER features to compute the approximate pose. My experiments show that
both SURF and MSER features show better tracking performance over FAST features
for areas with repetitive textures, which yields fewer camera localization errors when
used with Grunert’s method over FAST features. This is likely due to the detailed
SURF feature descriptor used with these features. The left image of Figure 2.10
illustrates the system tracking several features in a video, and the right image shows
the corresponding reconstructed point cloud and camera pose estimate over time.
Here, the pyramidal object represents the camera, and the blue line after it represents
its previous path, estimated from previous frames.

2.3.3

Map density

Recall that the goal of this system is to achieve a dense reconstruction of the
observed scene in real time. The system works by first generating a three-dimensional
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representation using the first few frames of the video and tracking the camera in
subsequent frames using any visible features currently stored in the map. The system
attempts to track a minimum of 100 SURF and MSER features as well as 500 FAST
features (these thresholds may be adjusted to achieve better performance on different
data sets). However, as the camera begins to move, the features being tracked may
no longer be in view of the camera. In such a case, the system must compensate by
adding additional features to the system. By doing so, the system can form a more
complete reconstruction of the scene as well as reduce the possibility of introducing
any errors in the tracking (caused by not having a sufficient number of features for
tracking the scene or the camera).
Adding new features to the map from newly obtained frames can be easily done
because most of the scene variables have already been estimated. First, the system
extracts salient features by using the feature detection methods presented in Section 2.1, a process that is performed on the current frame as well as an earlier frame
in the sequence. Typically, we use the frames at times t = i and t = i − 5, where i
is the current point in time (this value may be adjusted depending on the data set).
Once the features are matched across frames, we can use triangulation to calculate
the relative three-dimensional locations of these points and insert them into the map.
If the current number of SURF and FAST features are above their respectable thresholds, however, the system will only attempt to match the features visible in the frame.
This is an approach very commonly used in the literature to find a balance between
dense feature maps and fast computational performance [5, 9, 11, 12, 13, 29, 41, 42].

2.3.4

Optimization

As new image frames are observed, the algorithm re-estimates the three-dimensional
location of the camera and features. If the number of features currently being tracked
is above a certain threshold, no new features need to be inserted into the map. In this
case, the system makes use of the spare CPU cycles to refine the previously estimated
three-dimensional locations of the camera and features across previous frames. This
is done using bundle adjustment.
Bundle adjustment uses a Levenberg-Marquardt optimization to obtain the optimal least-squares solution for the system. Let α be the total reprojection error with
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respect to all three-dimensional feature and camera locations, defined as:
α=

X X

d(fk , Pci fk )2 .

(2.37)

ci ∈C fk ∈Fi

Here, C is the set of all previous camera locations, and Fi is the set of threedimensional feature locations visible by the camera at time i (ci ). If Pci is the
projection matrix for camera ci and Pci fk is the projection of feature fk onto the
image plane of camera ci , then the term d(. . .)2 denotes the squared distance between
the known feature location (given by the feature detector) and its projected location using the estimated projection matrix. So essentially, this process is minimizing
the reprojection error between projected and actual feature locations in an effort to
optimize the parameters of the three-dimensional map. This nonlinear least-squares
optimization is done using Levenberg-Marquardt.
Recall that this system is intended to work with video clips corresponding to a
single shot of a scene. Typically, most shots in full-length movies tend to be relatively
short. In this case we can safely perform bundle adjustment across all frames in
the video. However, one can observe that the majority of non-professional video
clips available on online public databases (such as YouTube) can sometimes be quite
long in duration, while still being composed of only a single shot. Because bundle
adjustment can be a computationally expensive operation, allowing the optimization
to run across all frames can quickly become computationally expensive, especially in
the of shots that extend across a large number of frames and contain large number
of tracked features.
Instead, the system employs the use of local bundle adjustment, as used previously
in the literature [11, 12, 29, 41, 42]. The basic idea is to limit the optimization to a
fixed number of previous frames, taking only into consideration the most recent N
frames. Doing so reduces the size of set C, and thus only optimizes the parameters
based on the most recent views of the scene. Let Ĉ be a subset of C containing the
N most recent camera positions, then the new re-projection error can be stated as:
α=

X X

d(fk , Pci fk )2 ,

(2.38)

ci ∈Ĉ fk ∈Fi

where |C| = |Ĉ| when the number of current camera positions is less than N and
|C| < |Ĉ| otherwise. Therefore, for the initial frames of the video when |C| = |Ĉ|,
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the system is actually performing global bundle adjustment. This value for N is very
important because it provides a balance between the amount of optimization done
and the computational time required. As N increases, more camera poses are taken
into account, and better refinement is possible at the cost of additional computational
cost. It has been previously shown that increasing this number too large will increase
computational cost without showing much improvement in the refinement step [29,
41, 42]. Most of the experiments in this work use a threshold value of N = 10,
providing good data optimization while still allowing the system to maintain realtime performance.

2.4

Performance analysis

The implementation of this system is designed to take advantage of the multi-core
architectures common in modern computers. As such, this proposed algorithm is
designed to run in a system with at least two independent cores, and the work is split
between two main threads. Doing so allows for more complex computations to be done
while still maintaining the real-time performance goal using standard hardware. My
implementation closely follows the same design as the work by Klein and Murray [29],
where two threads are used to execute the algorithm, one that handles the tracking
process and the other handles the mapping. The tracking thread is responsible for the
feature detection and matching portion of the algorithm. This includes calculating
the camera pose estimate, extracting features for each frame, and matching them
via SSD or nearest neighbors with features from other frames. The mapping thread
is responsible for maintaining the map and performing the optimization via bundle
adjustment.
Using this approach, the run-time performance is dependent on the number of
features present as well as the resolution of the video being analyzed. As the number of features increases, more points must be taken into consideration during both
the tracking (for feature matching) as well as the mapping because more points
means more variables to be optimized in the bundle adjustment step described in
Section 2.3.4. Additionally, as the resolution of the input video increases, so does the
total area for detecting features, causing a rapid degradation in computational time.
This system has been tested on a Linux PC running Ubuntu 10.10 with an Intel
i7 processor running at 3.4 GHz and with 4GB of RAM. Using a video of 640 × 480
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in resolution as input, this system is capable of tracking the video at a rate between
10 to 15 frames per second. This range is driven by the number of features being
tracked. This system is designed to track a minimum of approximately 600 points,
but as this number increases, the FPS performance decreases.
After some analysis, I discovered the SURF detection process to be one of the
largest bottlenecks of the system. Although it is significantly faster than SIFT, it is
still somewhat computationally expensive, and in a framework such as this, the CPU
cannot afford to waste too many cycles on a single aspect of such a large algorithm,
especially if real-time performance is a desired goal. To this end, I moved the computation of the SURF feature detection from the CPU to the GPU. Following the work
of Cornelis and Van Gool [7], the surf feature detection and description computations
were moved to the GPU using the CUDA library provided for NVIDIA video cards.
Using an NVIDIA GTX 570 video card, this version of the SURF detector can achieve
approximately 50 frames per second running independently on sample image frames.
When combined with the rest of the tracking algorithm, the performance jumps to
a range between 25 to 35 frames per second, yielding an average of 30 frames per
second performance on an input video with 640 × 480 resolution. Further speedup is
possible by splitting the work of the tracking and mapping threads evenly across the
four cores of the Intel i7 CPU, but such work is beyond the scope of this research.
The experiment illustrated in the graph of Figure 2.11 shows the effect in framesper-second performance when processing videos at different resolutions. Six different
videos were processed, each containing varying features being tracked. Each video was
resized into five different resolutions: 300 × 166, 480 × 266, 640 × 480, 1280 × 720, and
1920 × 1080. The increase in resolution of each video induces a performance decrease
caused by the larger number of features being tracked (more area for feature detection
typically leads to more features extracted) as well as the increased complexity for the
feature detection step to extract salient points. The chart in Figure 2.11 shows that
the algorithm scales fairly linearly as the resolution of the input video changes.

2.5

Sample reconstructions

In this section, I present several results generated from various sources including
cellular phone cameras and videos downloaded from YouTube, all scaled to a resolution of 640 × 480 (unless otherwise noted). For each experiment, I will show a
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Figure 2.11: FPS performance of the tracking algorithm with varying resolutions.

triangulated mesh of a given scene as well as the same mesh texture mapped with the
given image frame in order to better illustrate the estimated depth between objects in
the scene. Because it is difficult to illustrate a three-dimensional mesh using images,
I illustrate each one from two different viewing angles to give the reader a better
sense of the overall three-dimensional shape of the reconstructed scene. It is important to make several observations about the results before continuing. First, readers
must understand the difficulty in portraying three-dimensional objects, such as the
reconstructed meshes presented here, using only images. Using a video is much easier
to convey the relative shape of these reconstructions but obviously impossible to do
in a written document. Additionally, many of the textured meshes presented below
contain regions that may appear distorted. These do not necessarily indicate errors in
the three-dimensional mesh, but are often caused by certain textured triangles being
stretched at particular regions, usually due to areas not being sufficiently populated
with points.
In the first experiment processed, the video (obtained from YouTube) observes a
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Figure 2.12: Reconstruction results for the first experiment.

table as the camera is moved in circles around it while viewing the different objects.
The reconstructions illustrated in Figure 2.12 show how the system is able to capture
the relative height of each of the objects on the table. Additionally, it does a good
job of estimating the surface of the table because most of the points appear to fit
a flat surface relatively well. The only region in this dataset missing some relevant
depth is the napkin and fork because very little parallax is visible between it and the
flat table underneath.
For the second experiment, the video was also obtained via YouTube. Here,
the camera translates from left to right while observing the head of a statue. The
reconstruction, illustrated in the images of Figure 2.13, captures the structure of the
scene very accurately. The face of the statue is very densely populated while the torso,
although not as densely populated, still captures sufficient information to model the
shape of the upper torso of the statue. The head is modeled with significant detail,
even capturing the surface indentations for the mouth and eye sockets. The structure
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Figure 2.13: Reconstruction results for the second experiment.

of the background wall is captured accurately as well, as the points seem to be lying
very close to the plane defining the brick wall. The top row of Figure 2.13 shows the
mesh from two different angles. Due to the dense sampling in the area, we observed
very few distortions on the face of the statue. The few distortions visible are caused
by some of the triangles in the mesh being stretched too far from having too few
points covering a region (usually due to areas where occlusion may occur).
The data for this third experiment was recorded using a simple cellular phone
camera at a resolution of 640x480 at 30 frames per second and is composed of approximately 250 frames. The video observes the side of a building as the user walks from
left to right while holding the camera. The reconstruction illustrated in Figure 2.14
shows that the system is very successful in extracting the overall three-dimensional
structure of the scene. The meshes show a clear difference in overall surface orientation between the ground plane and the side of the building. Additionally, the
reconstruction was able to capture the differences in depth between the wall and the
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Figure 2.14: Reconstruction results for the third experiment.

air conditioning units sitting against it.
However, due to the complex, repeating texture of the grass, several areas of
the triangulated mesh contain “spiked” regions caused by mismatches in the feature
matching. When errors are introduced via the initial feature matching, these will
result in incorrect triangulated locations for the given feature. With my proposed
system, these errors can sometimes occur in areas with very complex textures such as
the grassy region of this particular video. Such errors can usually be caused by noisy
data. In this particular example, although the resolution of the video is 640 × 480,
the simple camera on the particular cellular phone used is not able to capture small
details, thus low-gradient regions such as this one will appear blurry or noisy with
several compression artifacts in the final video. All these factors contribute to errors
in the feature matching stage. Such errors could be easily reduced by running various
smoothing algorithms on the resulting meshes, but such work is not included here in
order to present true results generated using the proposed method.
The data for the fourth experiment illustrated in Figure 2.15 was also obtained
from YouTube [64]. Unlike the previous experiments, this video was kept at its
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Figure 2.15: Reconstruction results for the fourth experiment.

natural resolution of 1920 × 1080. As such, the number of features tracked was much
larger than the previous experiments even though the overall density of the points
looks similar to previous experiments. In this dataset composed of approximately 400
frames, the camera is translated from the right side of the world to the left while at
the same time rotated slightly in order to keep it pointed at the car located in the
center of the frame. Although difficult to portray in images, the results of Figure 2.15
illustrate the feasibility of my proposed approach at estimating the overall depth
in the scene. There is a clearly defined depth discontinuity between the foreground
objects (i.e., car and trailer) from the background ones. However, the depths between
the objects making up the background of the scene is not clearly captured. In the
reconstruction, many of the objects (such as the trailer in the middle of the grass)
appear on the ground plane with no discriminating depth. Others are at equal depth
with the background. For example, all the sheds in the distance (on both sides of
the frame) as well as the distant trees and the sky appear at the same distance from
the camera in the reconstruction results. One possible reason for this could be the
small amount of overall translation undergone by the camera, not providing sufficient
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parallax to differentiate between the distances of the objects in the background. Other
possibilities for these errors include errors across the feature matching stage and errors
in the triangulation stage caused by poor estimations of the intrinsic and extrinsic
parameters of the camera.

Figure 2.16: Reconstruction results for the fifth experiment.
The data for the fifth and final experiment was again obtained from YouTube and
consists of approximately 120 frames. This sequence, recorded from a helicopter tour
flying over Manhattan, shows a view of downtown New York City as the helicopter
moves along. The camera movement in the video is significant enough for my proposed
method to accurately model the depth boundaries between most of the buildings being
observed. Although the difference between the buildings is not immediately visible
by looking at the images on the top row of Figure 2.16, close inspection will show
that the alignment between the buildings changes between the two images, which is
a result of the rotation applied to the mesh between these two images. As per the
previous experiments, although the reconstruction may not be a perfect representation
of the scene, this algorithm still yields a very good three-dimensional representation
of the scene, and is capable of accurately capturing the inherent depth discontinuities
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between the various objects visible in the shot.

2.6

Comparison with stereo video

The underlying idea of the proposed system is to exploit camera motion to obtain
multiple views of a scene from varying camera locations. This allows the system to
exploit any available parallax, something inherently visible when using stereo cameras.
Because the actual reconstruction methods used in this work are also popular with
stereo systems, this method can, at best, hope to match the performance of a stereo
rig. The intended application of this method is to be used when stereo data is not
available. Nonetheless, a comparison with actual stereo data provides an excellent
medium for measuring the performance of this algorithm. In this section, I provide
such a comparison between results obtained using a stereo camera and well-known
stereo vision algorithms and results on the same data (but only one of the two views
available) using my proposed algorithm. Naturally, the use of stereo data along with
stereo algorithms is the ideal approach of three-dimensional reconstruction, so the
purpose of this set of experiments is to compare and see how close the proposed
method can get to matching the results of a stereo setup.

Figure 2.17: Sample frame from the motion picture Shrek [1].
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For each of the experiments listed, the data consisted of several image frames
corresponding to a singe shot. Shots were chosen so that there was plenty of smooth
camera motion and a relatively static background. For generating reconstructions
using my proposed algorithm, I used only the left stereo frame of the sequence. Because my proposed approach is capable of building a continuous point cloud from a
set of frames, each experiment only illustrates the points visible in the current frame.
The resulting point cloud is also triangulated to better illustrate the general threedimensional shape. For the stereo reconstruction, a dense stereo matching was first
performed using several approaches [10, 47] and keeping the most accurate result.
Because the stereo image pairs are rectified and a disparity value is known for each
pixel, the depth of each pixel can be estimated as the inverse of the calculated disparity. This provides a simple solution to estimating the depth of objects in an image
from a stereo pair that generates a dense point cloud that can be easily compared
with the results of my algorithm.
The first experiment is performed on a small video sequence from the motion
picture Shrek [1]. During this 60-frame shot, there are several objects lying a varying
distances from the camera, as the camera itself is translated in the positive Y direction
across the sequence. Most of the scene is static except for the boy on the left side
of the frame who happens to move his hands from his sides to his hips. A sample
frame can be seen in Figure 2.17, and the results can be seen in Figure 2.20. The first
row of the figure shows the reconstruction using stereo image frames, the second row
shows the results of my proposed method, and the third row shows my results after
triangulation. Although difficult to see from these images, the stereo reconstruction
is able to capture the relative depth between all objects almost perfectly; the two
main characters are clearly separated in the foreground, followed by the wagons and
the armored soldier in the middle, and then the background trees are all the way in
the back.
My proposed method was also capable of extracting the same relative distance
within the objects as good as the stereo pair although the resulting point cloud is
not as densely populated. It is capable of estimating the correct distances between
the relative objects in the scene just like the stereo method, even estimating the
correct slope of the ramps in front of each wagon at the sides of the frame. The main
difference in the results for this dataset is that my proposed method yields a less-dense
reconstruction. My method is not able to track any points on the hands of the boy
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(due to movement), and flat surfaces with little texture do not always appear perfectly
flat. This last fact is observable in the bottom-right image of Figure 2.20, where
my triangulated reconstruction illustrates several “spikes” on objects that should be
smooth. For example, both the foreground man holding the pigs and the left edge of
the wagon on the left side of the frame illustrate these spikes. These are sometimes
caused by incorrect depth measurements, driven by errors in the feature matching
stage. Other times, they are simply the cause of having an insufficient number of
features on a surface at a certain depth (i.e., if you have a triangulated surface with
several coplanar points and one point that is not on the same plane as the others, one
can imagine that the surface will have a spike where the non-coplanar point lies).

Figure 2.18: Sample frame from the motion picture “Pangea” and its resulting disparity map.

The next experiment was generated using stereo data from the animated movie
“Pangea.” The shot sequence used for this experiment consists of approximately 120
frames as the camera moves forward and pans up and down while viewing a jungle
scene. Every object observable in the scene is completely static. The left image
of Figure 2.18 shows one of the left stereo frames in the sequence, and the right
image illustrates the disparity map generated for this frame. This disparity map
shows the relative depth of objects in the scene and can be used as a sort of “ground
truth” for visually comparing the reconstruction results. Figure 2.21 illustrates the
reconstruction results of the two methods. As in the previous experiment, the first
row of the figure shows the reconstruction using stereo image frames, the second row
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shows the results of my proposed method, and the third row shows my results after
triangulation.
Because the stereo reconstruction is driven by the disparity visible in the disparity
map, it is clear to see that there are two major levels of depth in the stereo reconstruction. The first is the foreground object in the lower right of the frame (which
is an overhanging part of a tree passed by the camera earlier in the sequence). The
second is the background, composed of trees and the sky. In this particular result,
the stereo matching approaches had some difficulty finding accurate matches near the
four corners of the stereo pair. This noise in disparity, visible in the images on the
top row of Figure 2.21, translates to several misrepresented points in the stereo reconstruction. Aside from this fact, the stereo reconstruction is capable of generating
dense point clouds that capture the different depths of the objects in the scene. It is
even able to capture the different depths of the individual branches in the lower-right
section of the frame.

Figure 2.19: Generated disparity images for the Shrek [1] movie dataset.

My proposed algorithm is also able to capture the same inter-object depths in
its reconstruction. Although this reconstruction is less densely populated than the
stereo approach, all the major regions are located at the correct depth locations. The
foreground object in the lower right of the frame is clearly separated from the rest of
the background, and the limbs on the tree in the center of the frame show some depth
separating it from the sky, something not captured by the stereo method (likely due
to the performance of the stereo matching).
Because point clouds can be very difficult to analyze and compare, I present one
more experiment to help quantify the characteristics of each reconstruction. Using
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a method of generating stereoscopic image pairs from point clouds (presented later
in Chapter 4), I first generate a stereo image pair using each point cloud. Note that
the image pair generated for the stereo dataset is not the same as the original pair
used to generate the cloud. This one is automatically generated by the system using
the approach discussed in Chapter 4 in an attempt to measure the usability of the
point cloud. From each resulting stereo pair, I then compute their respective disparity
images, which are illustrated in Figure 2.19. Here, the left
The stereo reconstruction generates a disparity map with clearer inter-object
boundaries, but the disparity map generated with the results is still capable of capturing much of the depth in the scene. Notice that both characters are clearly separated
in the front of the scene, and the outline of each wagon is clearly visible against the
rest of the background scene. Additionally, the varying depth levels of the wagon
ramps are clearly defined (although not as smooth as the stereo data).
Overall, these experiments show that my proposed method is capable of generating
reconstruction results using a single view that are very close in quality to those
generated using stereoscopic image pairs along with stereo reconstruction algorithms.
In general, my method does not obtain a reconstruction as dense as stereo algorithms,
and it can have certain discrepancies with flat surfaces not appearing perfectly flat.
However, the overall depth between objects is almost always captured equally to
stereo methods (as long as the video provides a sufficient translation of the camera).
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Results with stereo approach

Results with proposed approach

Triangulated results with proposed approach
Figure 2.20: Reconstruction results for Shrek [1].
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Results with stereo approach

Results with proposed approach

Triangulated results with proposed approach
Figure 2.21: Reconstruction results for “Pangea.”
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CHAPTER 3
THREE-DIMENSIONAL HUMAN POSE
ESTIMATION
One of the largest limitations with the majority of SLAM and SFM approaches are
their inabilities to correctly handle independently moving objects in the scene. While
there has been some work done with regards to SLAM and moving people, most
approaches use either stereo cameras or laser scanners to facilitate the task. As such,
most methods employing a single camera assume a completely static scene with the
only motion present corresponding to the camera motion.
Much work has been done towards estimating the three-dimensional pose of humans in a video. The majority of algorithms use multiple cameras to view each
person, however, effectively simplifying the problem because using multiple views of
a scene to estimate three-dimensional structure is a fairly trivial task. Many of the
works in the literature test their results using the HumanEva database [60], which is
composed of humans performing several movements and actions while being simultaneously recorded with four different video cameras. In their work, Gall et al. [21]
present a framework that first performs action recognition on the HumanEva dataset
using a particle-based optimization approach and then clusters the image frames into
groups consisting of similar actions. Each of the actions is then embedded into a
low-dimensional manifold, which is then extended into a three-dimensional human
pose estimate. This technique shows excellent results for both pose estimation in
three dimensions as well as activity recognition but uses either two or four views of
the dataset, rendering it unusable for the application intended by my research. Similarly, the work by Li et al. [33] presents an approach that uses factor analyzers to
approximate the pose manifold. These analyzers are used locally and coordinated
globally using a set of linear mixture functions learned prior to the pose estimation.
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During tracking, the group of factor analyzers are used in a multiple hypotheses testing framework to track the three-dimensional body pose of people in the video. This
approach shows excellent results for tracking people in monocular videos but assumes
that the person moves significantly enough to observe them from varying positions
in order to properly train the linear mixture functions. This requirement may limit
the performance of the human tracking under the assumption that the system will
always have plenty of training data to train the factor analyzers.
I propose an approach that allows the system to observe a moving person in the
scene while successfully tracking and mapping the rest of the scene. The basic idea
is to track people and the static scene independently of each other. Additionally,
this method is capable of generating a simplified three-dimensional model of the
human that encompasses the person’s body pose, movement, and relative location in
the three-dimensional reconstruction. The process is divided into four main steps.
The system first determines if there is a person present in the scene. If a person
is detected, then their pose is estimated using a simplified two-dimensional model
based on appearance. In the third step, a human-motion model is applied to the
two-dimensional pose estimate to refine the results. Finally, using tracking results
from the two-dimensional model along with several heuristics, the system generates
a three-dimensional model of the person that extends the two-dimensional pose into
three dimensions. This three-dimensional model of the person can then be used for
several tasks including people detection, people tracking, and activity recognition, or
it can be placed into the reconstructed three-dimensional scene. The refined twodimensional pose can also be used to segment foreground and background objects in
order to allow individual tracking of each.
This human body tracker provides several benefits to the overall system presented
in this dissertation. The first advantage is that it helps to overcome the principal
problem that plagues most single-camera SLAM and SFM approaches: the inability
to track objects moving independently from the camera. The vast majority of these
techniques rely on the same principle of observing the motion of pixels and determining the structure of the scene based on this motion. If the scene is not static, it is
very difficult for the system to differentiate between the movement of the background
(needed for localization of the camera and mapping of the scene) and the movement of
the independent bodies. Secondly, it allows the user to build a more complete threedimensional reconstruction of the scene, including capturing the motion of people over
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time. In doing so, the system is capable of including a three-dimensional model of the
person in the reconstructed scene for visualization purposes. Finally, this approach
also provides more information on the person including the appearance of the body,
various motion characteristics of the different parts of the body, and localization of
each person in the video frame and the three-dimensional reconstruction. The data
generated by this approach provides excellent quantification of human motion useful
for human detection, human motion analysis, and activity recognition.

3.1

Face Detection

The entire human pose estimate algorithm can be computationally expensive, so
it is preferable to only execute it when there is a higher probability a person is in the
scene. In order to determine the likelihood of a frame containing a person, I run a face
detection algorithm across frames to search for possible people. The face detection
algorithm implemented was originally proposed by Viola and Jones [75].
The algorithm uses simple Haar-like features to train a classifier. The features
are simple sums of rectangular regions that are computed efficiently using integral
images. Recall that a given location (x, y) of an integral image is calculated as
defined in Equation 2.2. Using this representation, calculating the sum of the pixels
in a given rectangular area of image I can be done by performing four simple array
lookups in integral image J. Two sets of training data are used: positive and negative.
The Haar-like features are calculated over both sets and a variation of the AdaBoost
algorithm is used to select a subset of the features as well as to train the classifier.
During the training phase, a weak learning algorithm is used to attempt to find the
single best feature to differentiate between positive and negative samples. These weak
classifiers are then combined to form a strong classifier.
The detection process is performed using a degenerate decision tree also known
as a cascading classifier [75]. First, the original image is divided into sub-windows.
Each sub-window is then run through each of the classifiers in order. If the first
classifier yields a positive result, the sub-window is passed to the second classifier. If
any of the classifiers yield a negative result, the sub-window is immediately discarded.
This allows the algorithm to quickly discard image regions that do not contain faces.
Figure 3.1 illustrates two sample frames with face detection results. Here, the left
image shows a frontal face detection, while the right image shows a profile face de63

Figure 3.1: Sample face detection results for frontal and profile faces.

tection. Each positive face detection is labeled with a green circle. This figure shows
frames with false detections as well. Because the detection is merely used to inform
the system that the given frame has a high likelihood of containing a person, false
positives do not affect the results as much as false negatives. False positives will cause
the human detection to execute, causing a slowdown in performance but not usually
affecting the final results. However, false negatives will cause moving people not to
be detected at all, which greatly increases the probability of ruining the static scene
tracker by inserting very large errors in the final reconstruction.
Although this face detection technique is very fast in comparison to others, it can
still be computationally expensive because the overall frameworks performs so many
calculations at a given iteration. Because of this, the system only searches for faces in
intervals of every five frames. This is based on the notion that faces of people moving
in a scene should at least be visible once every five frames. In reality, this threshold
could be increased even larger to reduce computational costs, but doing so increases
the risk of false positives due to various reasons such as motion blur, occlusion, or
compression artifacts.

3.2

Two-Dimensional Pose Estimation

Once the system has determined there is likely to be a person in the given scene,
the next step is to estimate the relative two-dimensional pose of the person using the
method proposed by Ramanan et al. [49, 50]. Here, the authors present an approach
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for estimating the pose of people in a video by building an appearance-based model
then tracking the sections of the model in adjacent frames. The appearance-based
model is a pictorial structure composed of several segments, each corresponding to
a major limb in the human body: a head, torso, upper and lower arms, as well as
upper and lower legs. The goal is to find candidate regions for each segment, build
the model, and then track the person by finding the model segments across frames.
The benefit of this approach is that it does not rely on any training data but builds
the model specifically tuned to each person in the video at run time. In doing so,
the tracking is not affected by any predefined training data. Although the method
works very well across several data sets, there are a few limitations with it that result
in problems when there is extensive motion blur or when the person’s movement
translates to a scale change in the images. I first describe the original method. Then,
I propose several modifications to the algorithm to help improve its performance for
this particular application.

3.2.1

Original pose estimation algorithm

This algorithm works by first building an appearance-based model of a person and
then detecting this model across frames in order to track each person and estimate
their relative pose. The model is represented as a pictorial structure composed of
several body segments. Each segment is parameterized by a probability distribution
that captures its geometrical arrangement as well as its appearance. The authors
describe the model using a first-order Markov model:
1:N
P (P1:T
, I1:T |C 1:N )

=
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π(i)

i
)P (Pti |Pt
P (Pti |Pt−1

)P (It |Pti , C i ).

(3.1)

Here, Pti refers to the position and orientation (x, y, θ) of the ith segment of the model
in frame t. The term π(i) denotes the parent of segment i (e.g., if i is the left-lower
arm, then π(i) is the upper-left arm). The left image of Figure 3.2 shows each of
the individual components of the two-dimensional human model, and the right image
shows the same model structure with the detected components of one of the data
sets. This model contains a head and torso, upper and lower arms, as well as upper
and lower legs.
The right hand side of Equation 3.1 can be divided into three different parts that
i
explain the model. The first part, stated as P (Pti |Pt−1
), is a motion model that states
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Figure 3.2: Illustration of the individual components of the two-dimensional
human model.

that the location of a given segment i is expected to be close to the location of the
same segment in the previous frame, thereby bounding the maximum velocity of each
π(i)
segment at each time step. The second part, stated as P (Pti |Pt ), is a geometric
likelihood term saying that a given segment is expected to come after its parent
segment in the pictorial structure (e.g., we expect to see a lower-left arm immediately
following an upper-left arm, not an upper-right leg). The third part of the equation,
stated as P (It |Pti , C i ), is the image likelihood term which models the local image
patch It with a Gaussian centered at the segment template C i .
The first step to building the appearance model is to find regions in the image
that could be possible segments of a person. This step relies on the assumption that
typical segments of the human body (upper arm segment, lower arm segment, etc.)
are cylindrical and thus project as rectangular shapes onto an image. To detect such
regions, the authors propose a rectangle detector that works by convolving the image
with bar templates followed by non-maximum suppression. The bar templates are
made up of left- and right-edge templates. Taking the minimum of each helps to
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reduce the number of false positive edges. Thus, the convolution can be written as:
I ∗ fB = min(I ∗ fL , I ∗ fR ),

(3.2)

where (x ∗ y) denotes the convolution between x and y, I is the original image, fB
is the bar template, and fL , fR are the edge templates. Integral images are used to
perform the convolution quickly. The result of this step is illustrated in the top-right
image of Figure 3.3.
Next, all the rectangular regions are clustered together in an attempt to group
together regions of similar appearance across frames. Because the number of people
in the scene is not known beforehand, clustering with parametric methods such as
k-means can be difficult because the number of clusters is not known beforehand.
To that end, mean-shift can be used to cluster the patches because it is a nonparametric density estimation technique. Here, each image patch is represented as a
512-dimensional color histogram. Afterwards, a greedy approach is taken to merge
clusters which are very close to each other. A user-defined threshold is used to merge
clusters whose mean distance is less than the user-defined threshold h. In this work,
the authors propose setting h to be in the range of 0.05 to 0.25 (after the feature
vectors have been L1 -normalized).
Once the segments are estimated, a velocity motion model is enforced to obtain a
sequence of segments that obey the predefined model. Each sequence contains only
a single segment for each frame in the video, where all segments in a given sequence
come from the same appearance cluster. This is essentially tracking the location of
each limb across frames, making sure that the location of each limb makes sense with
the path in which the limb is moving. In their method, Ramanan et al. [49, 50] remove
sequences that are too small or that never move in order to reduce the likelihood of
false positives. In other words, people who never move over the course of the video
will not be detected by this algorithm. For my application, I relax this constraint to
allow stationary sequences in order to attempt to model people that may be standing
in the same place over the course of the video. If not, people who may be standing
still but moving their arms may not be detected because the sequence for their lower
arms and legs would have been removed.
The medoid of each cluster is then chosen to be the appearance template of each
segment. This chosen image patch can be used to detect the given segment in future
frames. The candidate segments that obey the position and velocity constraints are
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Figure 3.3: Illustration of the four main steps for human pose estimation.

chosen as valid torso tracks. In a given data set, each valid torso track is considered
a unique person. Given each torso, the next step is to build an appearance model for
each person in the video. This is done by first searching the valid tracks for candidate
upper arms and legs. This search is restricted to areas with nonzero probability
under the given kinematic model. For example, the algorithm expects to find upper
arm segments near the top of the torso and upper leg segments near the bottom of
the torso. Candidates for each segment are clustered to learn appearance templates,
which make up the appearance model.
The process is repeated for each torso track in the video and is illustrated in
the lower-right image of Figure 3.3. Here, the top-left image shows a sample frame
used for detection. The top-right image shows the frame after convolution with bar
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Figure 3.4: Tracking results obtained from the motion picture Run Lola Run [72].

templates. The third image in the sequence, located in the lower-right of Figure 3.3,
shows each of the detected rectangular regions after clustering them together using
the mean-shift algorithm (each row corresponds to a clustered set of limbs). The last
image in the figure shows the result after applying the tracking algorithm.
This pose estimation algorithm has been proven to be very powerful in estimating
the pose of a person from videos. However, the intended application described here
points out several limitations of the algorithm that must be overcome before it can
truly be useful. First, the authors assume that the scale of the people in the video
is known. Although this is not a serious limitation, careful attention must be paid
when searching along different scale spaces to not increase computational time too
significantly. Additionally, although the proposed method is capable of tracking the
left and right limbs of the body, it is unable to differentiate between each side for
a given limb. For example, given two subsequent frames, it may switch the labels
of the left- and right-upper arms because typically their appearances, locations, and
orientations can be very similar. Finally, although the authors use a velocity motion
model to track the limbs across time, they do not make use of the expected movement
of the human body to improve their results. Because of this, the tracking is ultimately
based primarily on appearance, which can cause errors due to countless factors (such
as motion blur and compression artifacts) affecting the performance of the initial
rectangle detector. For example, if an arm is moved too quickly in a video and
appears blurry, the rectangle detection step may not be able to detect its edges due
to it being a low-contrast region because of the motion blur present.
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3.2.2

Multi-scale measurements

The original method proposed by Ramanan et al. [49, 50] assumes the scale of the
people in the video is known, requiring a search across scale space in order to find a
person in a given frame. Because no previous knowledge of the video is assumed, the
initial frames must be searched across a wide-scale space to determine the one that
results in the best tracking quality. The multi-scale search takes place during the
rectangular region detection step discussed in Section 3.2.1 and looks for rectangles
of various scales. The search begins at the original image resolution and increases or
decreases the resolution by a total of 25% in each direction (in increments of 5%).
The optimal solution is chosen to be the one with the best tracking results for the
given frames. Once the optimal scale has beed determined for the current frame,
subsequent frames are searched within one scale space of the previous frame (± 5% of
the previous frame’s resolution). Limiting scale space in the detection phase helps to
lower computational costs. Empirical data shows that this approach achieves excellent
tracking results because I assume that the scale change of a person moving towards
or away from the camera is a smooth one (i.e., no sudden, significant changes in scale
are expected).

3.2.3

Left and right limb differentiation

The second limitation of the originally proposed algorithm is its inability to differentiate between the left and right sides for a given segment. For example, although
the system can detect the left- and right-upper arms for a person moving around in
the frame, the labels of each upper arm segment may be interchanged throughout the
video (i.e., the same arm segment may be labeled as left-upper arm in some frames,
and right-upper arm in others). Recall from Section 3.2.1 that once the limbs have
been clustered together, clusters within some minimum distance of each other are
merged. Because each image patch is being represented by an RGB-based histogram,
left and right limbs for a given person are typically merged in this step. Additionally,
the position of both the left and right limbs is typically very close, so the motion
model is not always able to completely separate left and right limbs perfectly. Combined with any small errors caused by video artifacts or motion blur, it is difficult for
the current approach to differentiate between both left and right segments.
Before solving this problem however, the system must first make sure that a full
two-dimensional model has been estimated for each frame. For certain points in time
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Figure 3.5: First row shows a sequence of frames with the output of the
original two-dimensional pose algorithm proposed by Ramanan et al. [49,
50]. Second row shows the same frames after adding missing limbs and
differentiating between left and right sides.

of the video, the original tracking algorithm can sometimes fail to detect all of the
limbs that make up the two-dimensional model. This can be caused by a number
of different reasons, including motion blur, changes in illumination, noisy data, and
self-occlusion. Before being able to differentiate between the left and right limbs of
a person, the system inserts any missing limbs for each detected person in a frame.
Because the location of each limb is to be refined in later steps, the initial position
of limbs inserted during this process is estimated using basic assumptions of human
movement.
Any information contained in previous frames is expected to be unreliable because
the differentiation between left- and right-sided segments has not yet been determined.
Because of this, the system uses only the information available at the current frame
to compute an initial “guess” of the missing limb location, one that is to be refined
later. Note that many human motions follow a basic rule of symmetry. For example,
when a person is walking across the screen, if one leg is in front of the body, the
other is typically behind (and likewise for the arms). To this end, if a given segment
is missing but its symmetric part was detected, then the missing segment is inserted
following this symmetric rule. In other words, if a left-upper arm was detected but a
right-upper arm was not, then the right-upper arm is inserted at the given frame so
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that it has the same angle from the torso as the left-upper arm, but in the opposite
direction.
Now that all segments are clearly defined for each frame, the next step is to
disambiguate the left and right sides of each segment. This problem is approached
by observing that limbs moving in a particular direction typically have a smooth
t
motion. Let θLt and θR
be the relative angles of two left and right limbs (with respect
to the torso) at time t. Initially, the labels for the left and right segments are chosen
arbitrarily. A positive value for θi indicates that the limb is currently in front of the
t
body, and a negative value indicates the limb is behind the body. Let θD
be the
difference in angle between the left and right limbs, defined as:
t
t
,
θD
= θLt − θR

(3.3)

t
where θLt and θR
are the respective angles of the left and right limbs at time t. For a
given track, if the value of θD is increasing over time (i.e., the limbs are moving away
from each other), then the system makes sure that the label for each limb matches
the label in the previous frame, where each limb is identified by either a positive or
negative θit value (i ∈ {L, R}).

Likewise, if θD is decreasing over time, the system makes sure that each limb still
receives the same label as a previous point in time (again, each limb is differentiated
from the other by having either a positive or negative value for θit ) until the point
where the values of θD changes from decreasing to increasing, which is assumed to
mean the limbs are crossing the body. When this occurs, the labels are swapped; if
the limb in front of the body was previously labeled ”right,” that label is now swapped
to ”left” and vice-versa. This crossing point is defined as the point when θD switches
from constantly decreasing (i.e., limbs moving closer together) to constantly increasing
(i.e., limbs moving farther apart). Figure 3.5 shows several frames illustrating the
outcome of this process. The top row of the figure shows the pose estimates generated
by the original pose algorithm of Ramanan et al. [49, 50]. The second row shows the
same frames after adding any missing limbs and differentiating between the left and
right sides. Observe the frames on the top row of Figure 3.5, the track for the pinkgreen leg is on the left leg for the first frame; then it jumps to the right leg for the
second and third frames, then again on the left leg for the fourth frame. Now observe
the legs on the bottom row of frames and notice that the leg labels remain constant
on each leg throughout the sequence.
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There are a few observations worthy of note in this process. First, it is performed
independently for the arms and legs because these two sets of segments are completely
independent of each other. Secondly, to perform these calculations, only the upper
segments need to be observed (e.g., for the legs, the system compares the relative
angles of the upper-left leg and the upper-right leg) because the lower-leg segments
do not provide useful information towards solving this problem and the solution for
the upper limbs can be passed down to the lower limbs. Finally, a smoothing is
applied to the values of θD over time in order to account for small errors in tracking
and to make the overall process more robust.

3.2.4

Human-motion model

As mentioned earlier, the original method proposed by Ramanan et al. [49, 50] does
not make any detailed assumptions about the motion of each person. Each segment
is tracked based on its appearance and velocity as it moves across the image. For
most typical motions, however, it is possible to predict the location of each segment
based on the locations and velocities observed in previous frames. For example, given
a person running across the screen, it is possible to predict the relative position of the
person’s legs at a given point in time by observing the previous frames. Using this
information, the initial tracking results can be improved by incorporating a humanmotion model along with the other measurements discussed in Section 3.2.1. The
basic idea is to take the original tracking result and refine it using the expected
location for each segment at a given point in time.
Most human motions will contain an unknown amount of angular velocity to
at least one segment of the model (namely, upper/lower arms and legs). Working
under the assumption that such movements occur with a Gaussian profile, the system
expects relatively smooth motions with no sudden or abrupt changes in acceleration.
At any given point in time, a measurable change in angular velocity will result in a
change in the overall velocity of the given segment, thus influencing its final location.
The proposed refinement step works by calculating the actual and expected location
of each limb for each point in time and performing a weighted interpolation between
the two based on the quality of each measurement. The actual location is taken to
be the output of the original tracking framework discussed in Section 3.2.1. The
expected location is calculated using the position and angular velocity of each limb
along with the constraints applied to the original two-dimensional model.
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Figure 3.6: Refinement of the lower-left arm. The left image shows the
actual limb location, the center image shows the expected location, and the
right image shows the final limb location after the refinement steps.

Given a segment of the basic two-dimensional model presented in Section 3.2.1,
recall that this segment is characterized by Pti , a 3-dimensional vector containing the
position (x, y) and relative orientation of the segment, where the superscript i denotes
the segment of the model and the subscript t the frame in time. Each segment has
certain constraints applied to the range of motion. For example, the lower arms
cannot bend backwards behind the body (at the elbow joint) and can bend forwards
up to 135 degrees. Therefore, the range of motion for each limb is bounded by:
i
i
θmin
≤ Pti (θ) ≤ θmax
,

(3.4)

i
i
where (θmin
, θmax
) are the lower and upper angular bounds for the ith segment.

Let αti be the angular velocity of the given segment. Note that α depends only on
the angular orientation of the segment (with respect to its parent segment) and not
on the (x, y) position, unlike the standard velocity. At each time step, an unknown
angular acceleration γ i is applied to each limb, causing a change in angular velocity
which can be expressed as:
αti = γ i ∆t.
(3.5)
Because the orientation of the ith segment at previous and current time steps is known,
the corresponding angular velocity can be calculated as:
i
αti = Pti (θ) − Pt−1
(θ),

(3.6)

where Pti (θ) is the orientation of the segment at time t. Given this information, the
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expected orientation of the feature (θE ) at the next time step is estimated as:

i


θi ,
θE < θmin

 min
i
i
i
i
.
Pti (θE ) = Pt−1
(θ) + αt−1
, θmin
≤ θE ≤ θmax



i
θi ,
θE > θmax
max

(3.7)

Equation 3.7 estimates the expected orientation for the ith segment, which is bounded
by the constraints of each limb as described in Equation 3.4 and Table 3.1.
The system now has an expected and actual location for each segment of the
model. Next, both results are compared to determine which yields better tracking
performance. My experiments have shown that the human-motion model typically
yields better results under smooth motions and the original method yields better results under varying changes in segment velocities. However, these variables can be
difficult to measure accurately. Instead, the system relies on measuring the quality of
each result by comparing them to the templates and generating a similarity score for
each. I have tested various methods of scoring, including calculating the NCC and
SSD differences between segments, but they have proved inaccurate due to inconsistencies in lighting (e.g., changes in shadows on each limb can drastically change NCC
and SSD values, which in turn can reduce the effectiveness of this comparison).
Instead of using NCC or SSD measurements, I measure the distances between
segments using color histograms generated from data obtained in the (L∗, a∗, b∗)
colorspace [20]. I use this colorspace for its ability to decorrelate the brightness
and chroma information in a given image. Therefore, by ignoring the L∗ brightness
channel and only using the a∗ and b∗ color channels, I am capable of capturing true
color information while reducing chances of erroneous color measurements due to
changes in lighting. For each segment, the a∗ and b∗ channels are used to generate a
histogram with 512 bins (256 from each channel), and these histograms are compared
using the χ2 distance measure. This measure is defined between two histograms
(hi , hj ) as:
K
X
(hi (k) − hj (k))2
2
,
(3.8)
χ (hi , hj ) =
hi (k) + hj (k)
k=1
where K is the length of the histograms (K=512 in this particular application). Figure 3.7 illustrates sample histograms for the refinement of the lower-left arm, and their
corresponding histograms are shown in Figure 3.7. The top-left histogram in this fig75

Figure 3.7: Histograms of a lower-arm segment used for refinement of the
two-dimensional model. The top row shows the color histograms for the
actual and expected limb locations, respectively. The bottom-left frame
shows the histogram for the limb template, and the bottom-right frame
shows all three plots on the same coordinate system.

ure represents the actual segment, the top-right histogram represents the expected
segment, and the bottom-left histogram represents the template segment. Because
the histogram for each limb is composed of two smaller histograms, one from each
color channel of the (L∗, a∗, b∗) color space, concatenated together, each histogram
appears to have two peaks.
The refinement process is performed as follows. For a given segment, once the
actual and expected segment locations and estimations have been calculated, the
two resulting regions of interest are extracted from the image and rotated so they
have uniform orientation. These resulting regions will then be compared against the
original template of the segment, generated during the training phase of the original
algorithm. Each image is converted onto the (L∗, a∗, b∗) colorspace, then a color
histogram is built for each of the resulting regions. Their respective distances are
computed using the χ2 distance measure described in Equation 3.8. It is important
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to use this color information because the regions are not large enough to accurately
capture the available texture, and color can be a very discriminating property in the
videos. The overall error of the actual and expected orientation estimates is then
generated as:
eA = χ2 (ROIA , ROIT )
(3.9)
eE = χ2 (ROIE , ROIT ),

(3.10)

where eA and eE are the estimated errors of the actual and expected orientation
segments, and ROIA , ROIE , and ROIT are the histograms of the actual, expected,
and template limb segments.
Once the error has been computed for each segment, the system can interpolate
between the two, weighing each according to their respective errors. Let θA be the
orientation angle of a given segment calculated from the tracking results of the original method, and let θE be the orientation of the expected location calculated from
Equation 3.7. For each segment, the final orientation θ̂ is calculated as:
Pti (θ̂)

=

Pti (θA )



eA
× 1−
eA + eE



+

Pti (θE )



eE
× 1−
eA + eE



,

(3.11)

where eA and eE are the error measurements obtained from Equations 3.9 and 3.10.
This process is performed for each segment of the model and repeated across all frames
where a person was tracked. Due to the hierarchical design of the two-dimensional
human model, this refinement step is performed for upper limbs before the corresponding lower ones. This is so because the refinement of the upper limbs may affect
the initial position of the lower ones. For example, a rotation of the upper-left leg
by n degrees will cause a displacement in the location of the lower-left leg directly
proportional to the length of the upper segment and by the amount of degrees it
is rotated. However, this process is not performed on the head or torso segments
because doing so showed no improvements in my experiments. The head is always
assumed to be located directly above the torso, and the torso is always assumed to
be located where the original method detected it.
Figure 3.6 shows the refinement of a lower arm limb (labeled by the orange rectangle). The left image shows the actual limb obtained from the original pose estimation
algorithm, the center image shows the expected limb computed using the angular
velocity of the limb in previous frames, and the right image illustrates the final limb
location. The corresponding color histograms for each of these is illustrated in the
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Figure 3.8: Cumulative error comparison for each frame in a sequence.

top row of Figure 3.7. The leftmost image of Figure 3.6 corresponds to the top-left
plot (in blue) of Figure 3.7, the middle image of Figure 3.6 corresponds to the topright plot (in red) of Figure 3.7, and the rightmost image of Figure 3.6 corresponds
to the plot on the bottom-right image of Figure 3.7. Close observation of this data
shows that the histogram of the expected limb is closer to the template than then
histogram of the actual limb segment. This can be illustrated better by the plot in
the lower-right image of Figure 3.7 which shows all three plots superimposed on the
same coordinate system. Notice that the green (template) and red (expected) plots
are much closer to each other than the blue (actual). This is verified in Figure 3.6
because the expected limb label is more representative of the arm position than the
actual limb label.
The graph in Figure 3.8 illustrates a distributed error comparison for every frame
in this sequence. For each point in time, the error of the original and refined results
are plotted on the graph. Error is calculated as the sum of the χ2 distance for each
limb between the given pose estimate and the template image. This graph shows that
the overall error of the human pose at each time step is reduced through the refining
process. The error never increases; at worst, it remains the same as in the original
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sequence. Sample frames from this sequence are illustrated in Figure 3.5.
I also performed the same experiment using data from the motion picture Run Lola
Run [72]. These results are illustrated in the graph of Figure 3.9. Here, the difference
between the two results is even larger because the original pose estimation algorithm
had some trouble generating an accurate estimate for several frames (denoted by the
large spikes in the resulting error graph). Sample frames from this data sequence are
illustrated in Figure 3.4.

Figure 3.9: Cumulative error comparison for each frame in a sequence.

3.3

Three-Dimensional Pose Estimation

So far, I have presented a system able to successfully detect people in videos and
estimate their pose in two-dimensional images. The next step is to extend this pose
into three dimensions in order to model the pose of each person more accurately. To
do this, I present a simplified three-dimensional model of a human being with similar
characteristics and constraints as the two-dimensional model presented in Section 3.2.
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Figure 3.10: Several possible positions for the proposed three-dimensional model.

3.3.1

Three-dimensional human model

The model is composed of several rectangular segments, each matching one of the
segments in the two-dimensional model that correspond to a major limb of the human
body. The segments include a head, torso, upper and lower arms, as well as upper and
lower legs, for a total of ten segments. Figure 3.10 illustrates this model in several
possible positions. Because the two-dimensional and the three-dimensional models
are made up of the same segments, registering them together is a trivial task. The
problem now is extending the two-dimensional pose of a person into three dimensions.
This is an ill-posed problem, as there may exist multiple three-dimensional poses that
project onto the same two-dimensional pose, making the task inherently more difficult.
Therefore, I apply several constraints onto the three-dimensional model in order to
simplify the problem and reduce ambiguities in the projection of human poses.
First, the overall model can only be rotated about the Y axis, changing the direction the model is facing. Each upper arm segment has an almost free range of
motion, but it cannot bend backwards towards the rear of the body or rotate so that
it collides with the torso or the head. The lower arm is more restricted, only allowing
135 degrees of freedom to bend at the elbow joint. The upper leg segments can be
rotated up to 90 degrees forwards, backwards, or away from each other. The legs are
not allowed to bend inwards. The lower legs have 135 degrees of freedom at the knee.
Both the knee and elbow joints are also constrained so that the bending occurs in one
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direction only. Table 3.1 contains a list of all segments and their respective limitations, while Figure 3.11 illustrates the ranges. Here, a front-to-rear range of motion
describes the motion observable when the model is facing a direction perpendicular to
the optical axis of the camera (e.g., someone moving their legs in a running motion),
and a side-to-side range of motion describes the motion observable when the model
is facing a direction parallel to the optical axis of the camera (e.g., someone sticking
their arms out to their sides, away from the body). When the model has zero degrees
for every limb, it is standing straight up with its arms at its sides and no joints bent.
Table 3.1: List of model segments and their respective orientation ranges.
Segment

Rotation
θmin θmax
Front-to-Rear
0
0
Head
Side-to-Side
0
0
Front-to-Rear
0
0
Torso
Side-to-Side
0
0
Front-to-Rear -90 180
Upper Arms
Side-to-Side
0
180
Front-to-Rear
0
135
Lower Arms
Side-to-Side
0
0
Front-to-Rear -180 180
Upper Legs
Side-to-Side
0
90
Front-to-Rear
0
-135
Lower Legs
Side-to-Side
0
0

3.3.2

Extending the two-dimensional pose into three
dimensions

To extend the two-dimensional pose into the three-dimensional model, the first
step is to determine the direction in which the person is facing in the world coordinate frame (i.e., the three-dimensional direction of travel). This system makes the
assumption that people are always facing the direction in which they are moving, so
the problem of figuring out where a person is facing is converted into figuring out
in which direction they are moving on the ground plane of the reconstructed scene.
This location is determined for each frame using the footprint of the estimated twodimensional pose model; the system searches for the two-dimensional image feature
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Figure 3.11: Images illustrating the range of motion possible in the upper
and lower limbs of the three-dimensional human model. The figures are
shown from a sideways (left) and frontal (right) perspective.

(from the foreground tracking method discussed in Chapter 2) with the shortest Euclidean distance to the bottom of either leg segment. The model is then placed so
that it is “stepping” on that feature in the three-dimensional scene reconstruction.
This process is repeated over time for every frame containing a valid human pose
estimate. Finally, the direction of the model in the three-dimensional world is refined
so that the model is always facing the direction of movement.
Due to small imperfections in the tracking, when a person is standing still, even the
refined two-dimensional pose may have some variance in the location of his/her lower
leg segments, causing the model to show small movements even when a person is not
moving their legs. To prevent this variance from introducing errors in the direction
estimation, the system first smoothes the estimated (x, y) values of the footprints
across time. Next, the system must differentiate whether the given lower leg segment
corresponds to a leg in motion (i.e., the footprint is invalid) or to a stationary leg.
This is important because it is difficult to determine whether the leg is touching the
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ground plane or not when projecting the three-dimensional pose of a person onto
an image. Lower leg segments are classified as touching the ground plane if their
(x, y) locations are within a small, fixed distance of each other for a minimum of five
consecutive frames. The median (x, y) coordinate of each planted foot is determined
as the given person’s location for each point in time, and their direction can then be
estimated by observing the location across time. In the case that the location of a
tracked person does not move throughout the duration of the sequence, the person is
then assumed to be facing the camera.

After determining the location and direction for each frame, the system assumes
that the person is facing the direction in which they are moving. The next step
is to extend the previously estimated two-dimensional human pose into the threedimensional model. This is done by extending the limb orientations from the twodimensional model directly onto the three-dimensional model. However, due to the
inherent ambiguity of extending a two-dimensional projection into a three-dimensional
model, I attempt to reduce possible errors by selectively applying the orientations
from the two-dimensional model onto the three-dimensional model, depending on the
estimated direction of the person. For the upper set of limbs (both upper arms and
upper legs), the relative angles from the two-dimensional model are applied to the
three-dimensional model in the direction parallel to the person (i.e., front-to-back
angles) if the principal direction of the person is along the X axis of the camera (i.e.,
perpendicular to the optical axis of the camera). For example, if a person is walking
from the left side of the screen to the right, the estimated principal direction should
be along the X axis. In this case, if the two-dimensional pose estimates an angle of θ
degrees for the upper-left arm, then the upper-left arm of the model is rotated towards
the front of the person θ degrees. However, in the same scenario, if the principal axis
of direction was along the Z axis (i.e., the person is moving towards or away from the
camera), then the angle θ could be applied to the upper-left arm rotating it out to the
side of the model, away from the body. Note that the principal direction is set to be
either parallel or perpendicular to the optical axis of the camera, with no in-between
values. This process is repeated for all upper and lower limbs in an attempt to reduce
ambiguity errors by inferring information about the two-dimensional pose based on
the direction of the person.
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3.4

Foreground and Background Tracking

Until now, I have presented a method for tracking and reconstructing a static
scene in a video using no previous knowledge of the underlying system (as discussed
in Chapter 2). However, the nature of most videos is very dynamic, as there are usually one or more objects moving independently of the background. One of the most
common dynamic objects in videos are people. By combining the work presented in
this chapter on human pose estimation along with the video reconstruction algorithm
discussed in Chapter 2, my framework is capable of generating detailed reconstructions of videos even when they contain moving people. This is done by separating
the problems into two categories: foreground and background tracking. Foreground
tracking refers to tracking the moving people visible in a video, and background
tracking refers to tracking the rest of the static scene.

3.4.1

Multi-stage processing

Combining these two frameworks is not a trivial task because they both depend
on each other. The foreground tracking depends on the background tracking to know
when and where there are people present, and the background tracking depends on
the foreground tracking to properly generate a three-dimensional representation of
each person. Because of this, the overall execution is structured as a multi-stage
process.
In the first stage, the foreground tracking algorithm locates people in the video
then estimates their two-dimensional pose. This is done by first running the face
detection step to determine frames with a large likelihood of containing people. Once
these frames are found, they are grouped into “clusters” based on temporal similarity.
In other words, frames that are temporally close to each other are assumed to contain
the same people and thus are processed together. Next, each frame cluster is processed
using the foreground tracking algorithm to determine where each person is in relation
to the video frame and to estimate the two-dimensional pose of each person.
In the second stage, the background tracking algorithm attempts to build a threedimensional reconstruction of the static scene elements. Because dynamic objects
such as moving people can introduce errors in the tracking, the background tracker
uses the information from the first stage to calculate a bounding box around each
person in order to successfully track the background scene while ignoring any features that may be either located on, or occluded by, the person. In doing so, the
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background tracker can estimate the respective three-dimensional coordinates of the
image features around any moving people that may be present in the scene.
In the third and final stage, the system extends the two-dimensional pose estimates
calculated during the first stage onto the three-dimensional model. This step must
take place after the background tracker finishes because the image features are used
by the three-dimensional model to determine the direction (and thus the pose) of
the person. After the third stage is complete, the system has generated a complete
three-dimensional reconstruction of the scene including the static background as well
as any people visible in the video scene.

3.4.2

Bounding box

During the second stage of tracking, the background tracker uses the previously
calculated two-dimensional pose estimates generated by the foreground tracker to
track the background scene around any people present in the video. This step is
necessary because the background tracker assumes that all image features rest on
completely static objects and any visible motion is caused by the moving of the
camera. If this rule is violated, the background tracking will generate errors that, if
allowed to propagate, can ruin the tracking of all the other features.

Figure 3.12: Example of bounding box tracking across two frames.

By calculating a bounding box around each moving person in the scene, the background tracker can simply ignore any features that are located within the bounds
of the box. During tracking, any image feature that is located inside the bounding box is completely ignored until they are no longer located within the box. This
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does not mean the feature is deleted, but rather they are simply ignored until they
are located outside of the box. Features located within the bounding box are not
included in the camera pose estimation step, the bundle adjustment step, or the feature matching step. Figure 3.12 illustrates a sample bounding box generated from the
two-dimensional pose estimate. Once the feature is located outside the bounding box,
it is reinserted into the main tracking loop by the background tracker. Additionally,
when the background tracker needs to add new points to the map, it makes sure that
all points being added do not lie within the bounding box at the selected keyframes.

3.5

Sample reconstructions

I illustrate the feasibility of my proposed method by presenting several threedimensional human pose reconstructions generated from video clips. For each example, I present the estimated two-dimensional pose as well as the estimated threedimensional model in the reconstructed scene. The reconstructed scenes are illustrated as triangulated meshes in order to better illustrate the results.

Figure 3.13: Example of three-dimensional pose estimation.

The first example was generated using data collected with a celluar phone camera.
The results are illustrated in Figure 3.13. For this example, the user is walking
across the screen from left to right while the camera moves in the opposite direction
(left to right). The two-dimensional pose estimate shows a very accurate track for
the person in the frame. The resulting three-dimensional pose is also estimated
accurately. Additionally, the left image of Figure 3.13 shows that the background
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scene is successfully tracked even under the presence of a person moving across the
screen.

Figure 3.14: Example of three-dimensional pose estimation.

The second example was generated in a similar manner to the first. The person
begins by moving to the center of the lawn. He then proceeds to move his arms
while remaining stationary in the given location. Figure 3.14 illustrates the reconstruction results. Like the previous experiment, both the two-dimensional and the
three-dimensional pose estimates appear to accurately match the results observed in
the video frame. Again, the background scene estimation remains unbothered by the
moving person. The area of the background scene located behind the person contains points in the reconstruction only because this region was visible for the first few
frames of the dataset. If not, the region would have been occluded during the entire
time, and no points would have been observed.
The third example was generated using a selected shot from the movie Run Lola
Run [72]. In this particular clip, the camera translates laterally in the negative X
direction (in the coordinate frame of the camera) while a woman runs down the
sidewalk. The left image of Figure 3.15 illustrates a sample frame from the clip with
the estimated two-dimensional pose. The right image of the figure illustrates the
reconstructed scene. As in the previous examples, both the background as well as
the moving person in the foreground are estimated correctly. The background scene
reconstruction contains one error, the lamp post in the foreground of the scene was not
reconstructed, but this is due to errors in the feature matching and is not correlated
to the moving person in the scene.
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Figure 3.15: Example of three-dimensional pose estimation using frames
from the motion picture Run Lola Run [72].

Figure 3.16: Texture-mapped reconstructions from the previous examples.

Finally, Figure 3.16 shows the results for the previous three experiments after
applying the image frames as textures to each of the three-dimensional meshes generated. Each example is rendered from different viewpoints to better illustrate the
results. Note that although the people are not accounted for during the background
reconstruction, they are still visible in the mesh because they are visible in the image
frame. However, the reconstructed three-dimensional pose of the three-dimensional
model accurately mimics people for each of the experiments shown here.
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CHAPTER 4
THREE-DIMENSIONAL VIDEO
ANALYSIS APPLICATIONS
In this chapter, I explore various possible applications for the tracking algorithms discussed in Chapters 2 and 3. These applications illustrate how the proposed methods
may be used to help solve various video analysis problems. Naturally, the applications
presented here cover only a small subset of possible problems that may be applied to
this framework.
The first problem discussed in this chapter is automatic shot-boundary detection.
One of the most fundamental problems in video analysis is creating hierarchical representations of videos via temporal segmentation. Such representations start with the
entire video at the highest level. For the next level, the video is broken down into
scenes, each portraying some semantic meaning. Each scene is then broken down into
shots for the next level, each of which may or may not contain some semantic meaning. These shots are then broken down even further into the individual video frames
that make up the lowest level in this hierarchical decomposition. Shot-boundary detection aims to automatically detect all the shot transitions contained in a video clip
in an attempt to decompose it down to individual shots. This process can provide
useful information to other techniques such as automated video indexing or contentbased video retrieval, where a hierarchical decomposition of a video is necessary for
a meaningful representation of the data.
Another video analysis problem gaining much attention recently is automatic
stereoscopic video conversion, which deals with the process of converting videos from
two to three dimensions. This process has become popular in recent years with the
influx of 3D-TV hardware in the consumer market. Many hardware and software
vendors have developed automatic stereoscopic conversion software for both the con89

sumer market as well as the film and television industry to convert videos recorded by
older, monocular video cameras into stereoscopic videos viewable with 3D-TV hardware. Naturally, adding a third dimension to “flat” video frames is not a trivial task
and care must be taken to handle all the crucial aspects of the conversion, including
estimating object boundaries, maintaining proper depth discontinuities, and finding
optimal disparity values to mimic the baselines obtained with traditional stereo cameras.
The third problem discussed in this chapter deals with human activity recognition.
This problem attempts to find ways of describing human actions in videos in order to
classify them using pattern recognition algorithms. One of the principal applications
of this technique is for video indexing and retrieval, where describing the content of a
clip is crucial. Additionally, certain action recognition algorithms have proved useful
for analyzing the performance of athletes [18].

4.1

Automatic Shot-Boundary Detection

Most videos can be decomposed according to a hierarchical structure. This structure begins at the highest level with the actual video. The video can then be decomposed into different scenes in a way such that each scene contains semantically related
content. According to Xiong et al. [76], scenes typically convey some high-level concepts and are divided using semantic boundaries. Each scene can then be broken
down into video shots, where each shot is composed of individual image frames. Consider an artificial example to describe all these concepts. Assuming the video is an
arbitrary theatrical movie, an example scene may be a section of the movie where
there are two characters having a conversation at a coffee shop. This scene can be
broken down into groups, one of which may be a discussion between two characters.
Assuming that the camera switches back and forth between the two characters according to whomever is taking at the current point in time, an example shot is when
the camera is concentrated on one speaker. As soon as the camera cuts away from
the first speaker to show the second speaker, this is considered a new shot. Shots
can be viewed as small, independent video clips which may or may not have some
semantic meaning.
One of the most common general approaches to solving shot-boundary detection
is by the use of image statistics. Typically, systems are employed to learn various
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image statistics of continuous image frames, and large deviations from such statistics are assumed to describe shot boundaries. Approaches include the use of color
histograms [37], inter-frame similarity using discrete cosine transform coefficients [6],
temporal statistics modeling using principal component analysis [34], and support
vector machine classifiers trained with either inter-frame differences [39] or SIFT responses [32]. These approaches may work well for certain data but are very reliant on
the quality of training data used to generate the initial statistics. Another popular
approach is to track features over time and locate shot boundaries by finding frames
where continuous feature tracking fails. Such approaches have shown success but are
limited to tracking features on the two-dimensional image plane, which do not model
the inherent three-dimensional structure of the scene.
Here, I present a framework that detects shot boundaries by tracking image features over time, but the tracking is enhanced by using appearance as well as threedimensional feature location in the matching process. This algorithm is almost a
direct application of the method described in Chapter 2 and is based on a method I
proposed earlier that uses a modified version of the MonoSLAM algorithm [9]. This
earlier version functions much like MonoSLAM in that it keeps track of a small number of image features in a probabilistic map and uses extended Kalman filtering to
predict the camera location [13]. The basic idea of the approach is that image features should be continuously visible across adjacent frames belonging to the same
shot sequence. The downfall of this method is that it keeps track of a small number
of features in the frame (12) in order to maintain real-time performance. Because
the original MonoSLAM framework expects a completely static scene, this method
accounts for dynamic movements in tracked features by deleting any features that
do not fit within the probabilistic map. In doing so, it reduces the small number
of tracked features even further, thereby lowering the chance of successfully finding
accurate boundaries while increasing the chance of possible false detections. The
benefit to this method is that, by estimating the depth of each feature being tracked,
it provides much more robust tracking results than simply tracking features on the
two-dimensional image plane.

4.1.1

Proposed changes to original method

Similar to my previous work [13], this proposed method detects shot boundaries
by tracking features across frames. If at any point all features in the video fail to
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be tracked, the system assumes this is on account of the visible content in the video
undergoing a drastic change and likely indicating to be the beginning of a new shot.
In order for this approach to work with the feature tracking system of Chapter 2, I
present several small modifications intended to fine tune the tracking performance for
this specific application.

Figure 4.1: Shot boundary detection for diagonal wipe transitions.

First, I propose a slight change in the way features are detected and tracked
across frames. Recall from Section 2.1.1 that the FAST features are detected as
points where the pixel values of the surrounding circle are greater than (or less than)
the interest point value by a certain threshold. For the original purpose of detecting
features for three-dimensional reconstruction, keeping this threshold value relatively
small provides a balance between detecting a dense number of features and obtaining
good quality corners. For shot boundary detection, however, I place more emphasis
on the quality of each feature rather than the number of features available across
the scene. Therefore, I use a much higher threshold in this framework (e.g., for
gray pixel values ranging between 0 and 255, the original framework uses a threshold
value of 100, while this one uses a value of 200). Additionally, the nearest-neighbor
matching of the SURF and MSER features is modified to match neighbors if the
nearest neighbor is at least 80% closer than the second-nearest neighbor (as opposed
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to the 60% threshold used in the original framework). These modifications to the
feature detection and matching yield a reduced number of features across frames,
but the stability of each feature is greatly improved. This modification is intended
to reduce the number of false-positive boundary detections caused by mismatching
poorly tracked features.
The second modification I propose to the original work of Chapter 2 deals with
the way feature points are handled once they fail to be tracked. The original method
deletes a feature from the three-dimensional map the very first time it fails to be
tracked. For this framework, however, when a feature fails to match in a subsequent
frame, it is marked for deletion but it is not immediately removed from the map.
Instead, the system attempts to track it for 15 subsequent frames. This approach
allows the system to detect gradual boundaries, where the shot boundary is not
marked by a sudden change in image content, rather a gradual change such as a
diagonal wipe or a fade. Diagonal wipe transitions can be particularly difficult to
detect because certain image frames will simultaneously show the previous shot as
well as the next shot. If not handled with care, the system may begin to track features
in the new shot before all the features in the previous shot disappear, therefore failing
to detect the boundary.
This problem is illustrated in Figure 4.1. Here, the top-left image shows a sample
frame at the beginning of a diagonal wipe. The yellow squares indicate features being
tracked successfully at the current frame. The image in the top-left of the figure shows
the transition covering approximately 25% of the screen. Observe that the features
lying on the region of the image corresponding to the new shot now appear as blue.
Blue labels correspond to features that have failed tracking at least once but have not
yet failed for 15 consecutive frames. The bottom-left image in the figure illustrates
the same thing after the boundary has moved even more across the screen. Finally,
the bottom-right image shows the transition has removed approximately 75% of the
old frame, and almost all features are either blue or have been removed completely
from the map. After all the blue features are removed, the system declares the first
frame where all features were marked as blue to be the beginning of the next shot.
The third modification proposed is intended to force the algorithm to track features in each frame that are part of the scene, while ignoring the rest. Observe in the
video frames of Figures 4.1 and 4.2 that these frames, like many television broadcasts,
contain information on the top-left corner of the screen related to the broadcasting
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company but completely irrelevant to the video content itself. This information can
sometimes be text or a logo and is usually found in the outer edges of the frame, as
though not to become too obtrusive to the viewer but still remain visible. Obviously,
if the tracker attempts to track features in this region, it will fail to detect any shot
boundaries that occur while the information is being presented because the features
being tracked are present across several shot boundaries. Because of this, I limit
the image feature search range to a rectangular region of interest within each frame,
keeping only features located within a minimum distance of the frame edge. For the
640 × 480 videos tested, an edge distance of 80 was used, yielding an effective region
of 560 × 400 pixels in the center of the frame for feature tracking.

The final modification proposed relates to the initialization process of the tracking algorithm, originally discussed in Section 2.2. This process is left unchanged,
automating the initial frame selection to use with the stereo algorithm. However, if
at any point the system fails to track features in adjacent frames while the system is
tracking features during the initialization stage, then it assumes a shot boundary has
occurred. Although this tracking is not as robust as the tracking based on feature
projection, it still provides an excellent solution to continuous tracking while still
initializing the system.

4.1.2

Results and limitations

I tested this shot-boundary detection system using videos from the TRECVID
2005 database [48] to measure its performance. This database has become the standard for testing shot-boundary detection in recent years and contains a variety of
video content obtained from television with varying challenges. Some sections of the
videos are animated, some contain very rapid movement (from the camera as well as
moving objects in the scene), and some contain very small shots. Additionally, various shot transitions are present, including gradual fades, diagonal wipes, and abrupt
transitions. I will describe the performance of the algorithm on the given data sets
using the recall and precision metrics, defined as
# of correctly detected boundaries
# of total boundaries

(4.1)

# of correctly detected boundaries
,
(# of correct boundaries) + (# of incorrect boundaries)

(4.2)

recall =

precision =
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on two of the videos from the database. The statistics of the results are presented in
Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Precision-recall measurements of shot-boundary detection results.
Video 1
Video 2

Precision
88.24 %
86.12 %

Recall
73.13 %
80.65 %

The statistics show very promising results for this method. On the first video
tested, the algorithm achieved a precision rate of 88.64% and a recall rate of 73.13%.
The second video achieved similar results, with 86.12 % precision and 71.42% recall.
The system was able to achieve a higher precision score for the first video due to the
low number of false positives detected, while the second video achieved better overall
recall because the boundaries were more clearly defined.
As the results show, this method provides good detection results using sample
videos from the TRECVID dataset. However, the detection results are not perfect,
and most failed boundary detections are related to certain video elements appearing
across shot boundaries. An example of such elements is illustrated in Figure 4.2. This
sequence shows a diagonal transition (illustrated in the first three frames of the figure),
followed by an abrupt transition. During the first transition, the video displays text
on the center of the screen that remains constant throughout the whole transition
time. The tracking algorithm fails to detect this transition because it is constantly
tracking features on this text. For the next transition (illustrated in the lower-right
image of Figure 4.2), the text disappears and the shot boundary is detected. The
system had very little trouble handling typical transitions such as gradual or sudden
wipes and fades as well as abrupt shot transitions.

4.2

Stereoscopic Video Conversion

The problem of stereoscopic video conversion has received much attention in recent
years with the recent release of three-dimensional televisions and movies. Typically,
three-dimensional video content is either filmed using stereo cameras or converted by
hand in post-production using rotoscoping and various video analysis tools. Using
stereo cameras is the preferred method, but this method is not always available or af95

Figure 4.2: Shot boundary detection for diagonal wipe transitions.

fordable. Many film studios convert videos by hand, a process that involves manually
finding object boundaries and segmenting the image, then assigning different depth
values to each region. Many hardware manufacturers are looking for ways of automatically converting traditional video to stereoscopic in order for viewing on 3D-TV
hardware. Although this process can achieve acceptable results in certain situations,
it is very time consuming and difficult to perform accurately. The need for fast and
accurate methods of solving this problem is increasing rapidly.
There has been much recent work in the literature towards the automatic generation of stereoscopic images. Much of the work can usually be divided into one of two
categories. The first uses SFM-based techniques to generate three-dimensional representations of scenes and project these representations onto virtual cameras [30, 31].
These works often make use of the Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi tracker [36, 59] to track the
scene and build the stereoscopic views using virtual cameras. Some even go a step
further and improve the quality of the frames using super-resolution techniques [31].
The second category uses depth information from videos in order to render stereoscopic views without the need for a three-dimensional reconstruction of the scene.
These works typically use depth maps generated from the scenes to find the relative
depth between objects [8, 43, 67]. Groups of pixels are then shifted in order to enhance the three-dimensional effect in the stereoscopic pair. This process is known as
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depth-based image rendering.

Figure 4.3: The left image shows the two-dimensional image features being
tracked, and the right image shows the resulting Delaunay triangulation.

4.2.1

Three-Dimensional scene estimation

In this section I will describe my proposed approach for automatic stereoscopic
conversion of two-dimensional videos. This process is an almost direct application of
the work in Chapter 2 and handles videos as individual shots (because the tracking
does not work across shot boundaries). The approach begins by processing the video
and generating a dense, three-dimensional representation of the observed scene. Next,
the two-dimensional feature locations are triangulated using a Delaunay triangulation.
This process, illustrated in Figure 4.3, yields a triangulation of the image features that
can be transferred onto the three-dimensional reconstruction. For every line segment
between features in the two-dimensional triangulation, a line is placed between the
corresponding features in the three-dimensional triangulation. This process generates
a triangulated mesh from the three-dimensional point cloud, where each triangle in
the mesh corresponds to a triangle in the image.
Because the triangles between the image and the mesh have a perfect one-to-one
correspondence, the problem of transferring the pixel information from the image
onto the mesh becomes trivial. Afterwards, the system ends up with a triangulated,
three-dimensional mesh that is textured with the current image frame. A sample
mesh is illustrated in the right image of Figure 4.4. Here, the mesh looks distorted
because the position of the camera has been drastically changed to illustrate the
overall three-dimensional shape and depth of the generated mesh.
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Figure 4.4: The left image shows the point cloud generated from the tracking, and the right image shows the triangulated mesh after applying the
image texture.

4.2.2

Stereo view synthesis

Once the mesh has been created, the final step is to generate the stereoscopic
views of the scene. The idea here is to use virtual cameras centered at a user-defined
location and project the textured mesh onto each virtual camera. Because the scene
reconstruction algorithm presented in Chapter 2 is able to generate accurate camera
locations for every frame in the video, the problem of finding the optimal location for
the virtual cameras at each point in time becomes trivial. The process of projecting
the mesh onto the virtual camera follows the same process described in Equation 2.25
and as discussed in Chapter 2; the only required modification is an offset to the
location of the virtual camera.
There are two common ways in which this offset is chosen. Typically, people will
place a single virtual camera at a fixed distance along the X axis of the tracked
camera. This yields two camera views: the real one and the virtual one. Thus, only
the right-view frame is generated using this process, and the original frame is chosen
as the left frame. When the camera offset is chosen to be large, however, certain small
errors can be visible in the projected scene caused by a large disparity of the objects
in the scene. The simplest way of minimizing this error is to use two virtual cameras
rather than one and distribute the offset between them. This, in turn, distributes
the error between the two frames, making the imperfections less obvious in the final
stereoscopic image pair. Additionally, by controlling this inter-camera distance, the
user can control the amount of disparity between each stereo pair, thereby effectively
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increasing or decreasing the depth effect in the resulting video as well as controlling
the effects of positive and negative disparity (positive disparity gives the effect that
objects stand out from the screen; negative disparity gives the effects that the objects
are recessed into the screen).

Figure 4.5: Sample anaglyphs generated using the proposed method. Shown
in grayscale to better illustrate disparity.
In order to generate a complete set of stereo image pairs, this process of triangulation and image projection is repeated for every frame in the video. Figure 4.5
illustrates two separate results generated using this approach. The results are presented as grayscale images (using red/cyan color channels to separate the left and
right images) in order to better illustrate the results. The left image of this figure
was generated using a single clip from the motion picture Shrek [1], while the right
image was generated using a video clip obtained from YouTube [64]. Close inspections
of each of these anaglyphs shows that objects closer to the camera have a positive
disparity value, objects near the center of each scene have disparity close to zero,
and background scenes furthest from the camera have negative disparity, effectively
capturing the inter-object depth discontinuities within the objects of the scene.
It is important to note that some of the generated results can show distorted
sections of the image, which are caused by triangles in the mesh being stretched to
hide sections of the image that may have been occluded previously. For example, in
the Shrek [1] video, if a second view of the scene is generated from a different view
than the original camera location, this view would undoubtedly be able to see some
of the background scene areas that were occluded by the front characters (this area is
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visible in the new view due to the increased parallax between the stereoscopic frames).
These areas can be fixed easily by applying in-painting techniques. These techniques
attempt to recover previously occluded sections of the image by interpolating between
any available information from other adjacent frames. Such work can be used to
greatly improve the quality of the reconstructions but is beyond the scope of work
presented here.

4.3

Activity Recognition

Activity recognition is a classification problem where images and videos are analyzed in an attempt to classify the action being performed by the person or persons
present in the scene. Several works in the literature attempt to solve this problem from
a two-dimensional perspective. Although many of these works in the literature show
good results, they will always be limited to a two-dimensional projection of a person,
which can introduce ambiguity problems because more than one three-dimensional
human pose may project onto the same two-dimensional pose (as discussed in Chapter 3). By using a three-dimensional model of a person, however, the system proposed
here is able to greatly reduce ambiguities in human pose, making it an ideal candidate
for human activity recognition.
In this section, I propose a novel approach for activity recognition based on the
work discussed in Chapters 2 and 3 of this dissertation. The basic idea is to track the
two-dimensional pose of a person and extend it into a three-dimensional model. My
experiments show that the parameters of this model encompass enough information
about the movement of a person to achieve good discrimination between various
activities. The rest of this section describes how the proposed three-dimensional
human model can be used for successful activity recognition using a simple linear
classifier.

4.3.1

Human motion descriptor

Figure 4.6 illustrates sample frames from five different activities which include:
jumping-jacks, jogging, walking, punching, and kicking. Using this dataset, I will
show how a simple classifier can be trained to differentiate between each of these
activities by using only the parameters of the estimated human pose model. The
pose of the person in each video frame is first estimated in two dimensions and then
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extended onto three dimensions using the same exact process presented in Chapter 3.
The pose of the person in each frame is represented by a 24-dimensional feature vector.
To build this vector, I ignore the torso and head of each pose because they do not
provide much useful information, and I only use information from the upper/lower
arm and leg segments. Each of these segments provides two measurements for the
feature vector: position and velocity. Note, however, than the upper limbs have a
greater degree of motion than the lower limb, and thus the front-to-back position
and velocity are measured independently from the side-to-side position and velocity.
The position of each segment is denoted as the relative angle between it and its
parent segment. The velocity is calculated as the difference in position between the
current and previous frame and is assigned a positive or negative value corresponding
to the direction of movement (positive values denote movement towards the body
and negative values denote movement away from the body). Because many activities
may share common poses at certain times, including the velocity of each segment
(composed of speed and direction) is crucial for differentiating between overlapping
actions. There are four upper limbs with four measurements each as well as four lower
limbs with two measurements each, yielding 24 total measurements for the model at
each frame. These 24 measurements are used to build the feature vector at each point
in time.

4.3.2

Classification results

The classification is based on a support vector machine (SVM) classifier [15]. A
linear SVM is used on training data in order to find the support vectors and calculate
the maximum margin hyperplane for each pair of classes. Classifiers are trained in a
pairwise manner, so that for each action ai in the set of all actions A, a classifier αi,j
is trained to differentiate between frames corresponding to either action ai or aj . This
process yields a total of ten classifiers. I first test the performance of each classifier
using a leave-one-out technique, where given a set of n data vectors, a classifier is
trained using n − 1 vectors and then tested on the remaining one. The results of this
experiment are illustrated in Table 4.2, where each index in the table corresponds to
the percentage of correctly classified input vectors and the row and column labels are
the actions being classified. Each dataset is composed of approximately 75 to 100
individual frames. Training a classifier to differentiate between two identical actions
would be illogical; therefore, the diagonal in Table 4.2 is left blank.
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(a) Jumping Jacks

(b) Jogging

(c) Walking

(d) Punching

(e) Kicking
Figure 4.6: Sample frames from five different human activities. Each row
corresponds to a single, individual action.

The classification results of this first experiment are excellent, with almost all
experiments providing over 90% accuracy and over half of them achieving a perfect
classification rate. The lowest score was obtained by the classifier attempting to
differentiate between punching and kicking. Close inspection of the training data
shows that, although these two actions are fundamentally very different, the body
movements going from a resting position to initiating the action are very similar in
both actions: both include a small bending of the knees and bringing the arms up
to the chest. This provides an ambiguity between the data, causing 15.94% of the
frames to be misclassified.
For the second experiment, I attempt to build a single classifier capable of differ102

Table 4.2: Pairwise classification results between several actions using a
leave-one-out methodology.
j.jacks jog
kick punch
j.jacks
–
95.08 100
100
jog
95.08
–
97.10
100
kick
100
97.10
–
84.06
punch
100
100 84.06
–
walk
95.12
100 92.22
100

walk
95.12
100
92.22
100
–

entiating between all of the activities in the training set. This is done by building
binary classifiers to distinguish between each pair of actions just like in the previous experiment. Each input vector is then classified by all of the classifiers, and a
voting scheme is used to determine the final label (also known as a winner-takes-all
approach). Another possible approach would be to train several classifiers to distinguish between a given class and all the other classes. However, as shown in Figure 4.7,
this can sometimes result in a larger ambiguous region. The results of this experiment
are illustrated in Table 4.3. Here, each row corresponds to the input class, and each
column is the resulting classification. Again, a leave-one-out testing methodology is
applied.

Figure 4.7: Illustration of the multi-class problem with linear decision
boundaries. Image obtained from [15].

The classification results of this second experiment are very good, especially when
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taking into consideration the simple classification method being used. The jumping jacks dataset achieved the highest recognition rate, with 96.97% of the frames
correctly classified. The jogging dataset had the second highest classification rate,
with 92.86% of all frames correctly classified. Both the kicking and punching dataset
achieved respectable performance (87.44% and 78.57% respectively), but the results
show that this classifier had some trouble classifying certain individual frames within
each set. As Table 4.3 shows, the majority of the incorrectly classified frames in the
kicking dataset were labeled as punching, and likewise the majority of the incorrectly
classified punching frames were labeled as kicking. This error is caused by the previously mentioned ambiguities in the data. Both of these datasets share very similar
pose and motion parameters at the beginning of each action (slight moving of the feet,
followed by raising of the hands). This ambiguity causes the hyperplane boundary
defined between these two classes to be very small, therefore misclassifying several
of the input frames. Even with these ambiguities, the proposed system was able to
correctly label the vast majority of frames in each data set.
Table 4.3: Multi-category classification results using linear SVMs.

j.jacks
jog
kick
punch
walk

j.jacks
96.97
7.14
1.33
0
6.12

jog
0
92.86
1.33
0
0

kick
0
0
87.44
21.43
10.2

punch
0
0
8.57
78.57
0

walk
3.03
0
1.33
0
83.67

The third and final test attempts to classify the overall action in a given clip, as
opposed to the individual frame classification done in the first two experiments. This
is done by first classifying each individual frame using the multi-class SVM approach
of the previous experiment in order to assign a respective label according to the most
likely action. A voting scheme is then used to find the most popular action within
each set of frames (here, each set of frames was purposely designed to contain only a
single action in order to quantify the classification results more accurately). For this
experiment, I used several different video clips, each containing one of the five actions
described in this section and composed of a variable number of frames ranging from
20 to 100. As expected, the system was able to achieve 100% correct classification
for every single input clip.
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It is important to note that these results are intended to show the feasibility of
solving the activity recognition problem using the three-dimensional human model
presented in Chapter 3, not to be an in-depth study into activity recognition. These
results could be easily improved by using stronger classifiers (e.g, using nonlinear
SVMs, multi-class SVMs, or kernel functions incorporated into the classifier to better separate the data) as well as pre-processing of the training data (e.g., using
PCA/ICA/LDA to remove ambiguities in the training sets). Such work is beyond
the scope of this dissertation but provides an excellent direction for future research.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION
The use of three-dimensional information in video analysis has become increasingly
popular in recent years. As shown throughout this dissertation, if an accurate threedimensional representation of a video clip is obtained, such information is extremely
useful in solving various video analysis tasks.

5.1

Summary

In this work, I presented an in-depth study on extracting the inherent threedimensional information of a scene as captured by a monocular video camera. The
ultimate goal of this study is to present the video analysis community with a novel way
of analyzing videos by capturing the inherent three-dimensional structure of the scene.
Such an approach can provide new ways of approaching and solving classic problems.
While recent publications have shown that interest in using three-dimensional measurements for video analysis has grown, the complexity and lack of robustness in
solving such a task has significantly slowed the progress. With my work, I aim to
show that, although it can be a difficult problem to solve, three-dimensional measurements can indeed be extracted from videos by exploiting any available camera
motion. In addition, such measurements can be extremely useful in solving various
video analysis tasks.
I began my work by studying various techniques for extracting three-dimensional
measurements of a static scene from a video clip. This process can be very difficult
if no prior knowledge of the scene is given, but under the right circumstances, video
frames from different points in time can offer views of the same scene from varying
angles, effectively providing the necessary information to perform triangulation be106

tween frames and obtain three-dimensional measurements. This process can work for
two frames, but extending it to work for an entire video clip is not a trivial task. However, by implementing a robust tracking methodology that matches features across
frames, based on appearance and the underlying structure of the scene, my method
is able to extend the three-dimensional estimation from just two frames to an entire
video sequence. This tracking methodology is sufficiently robust to be able to track
and map a relatively large scene and even be able to recognize previously observed
regions of the scene. Video analysis tasks typically run on large amounts of data and
cannot afford slow computation times on certain applications. By taking advantage
of the processing power of modern computers, using both CPU as well as GPU hardware, this tracking and mapping algorithm is capable of automatically estimating the
three-dimensional structure of a scene from a video that is 640 × 480 pixels in size at
a speed of approximately 30 Hz.
However, this system as it stands is only capable of mapping the scene observed
in a video as long as there are no objects moving independently from the camera.
Obviously, this limitation renders the algorithm useless for a large percentage of
available videos. This can be easily overcome by modeling the motion of each moving
object. In particular, by estimating the location, pose, and motion of moving people
in a video, it is possible to split the tracking problem into two parts: foreground and
background tracking. The foreground tracker estimates the pose and movement of
any people present in the scene, therefore effectively localizing each possible limb of a
moving person. The pose detection can be performed by assuming that the limbs of
an average person will project as rectangular regions onto a two-dimensional plane.
By detecting such regions and finding the limb arrangement that yields the largest
likelihood of being a human pose, this system can generate relatively accurate results
for human pose estimation. Afterwards, these results can be refined by applying
a smooth motion model on the movement of each limb. In doing so, this human
body tracker is capable of generating accurate tracking results for people observed
in a video. These results can then be used by the background scene tracker to know
where the moving people are located, thus ignoring tracking results made on such
areas of the frame.
Together, these two tracking algorithms are capable of successfully tracking the
static background as well as people in a video. Additionally, these trackers can be
combined to generate a complete three-dimensional representation of the observed
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scene, including a three-dimensional human model generated from the estimated pose
at each frame. This model is capable of estimating the three-dimensional motion of a
person from a single video clip, a task that is normally solved using multiple cameras.
This information has proven significantly useful in solving various video analysis tasks.
More specifically, I have shown how the trackers can be used to perform automatic
shot-boundary detection and automatic stereoscopic video conversion. Additionally,
I have shown how the three-dimensional human model generated from the pose estimates can be used to perform activity recognition in videos using a simple linear
classifier.

5.2

Contributions

My work presents several contributions to the area of computer vision. First, I
propose a novel approach for estimating the three-dimensional structure of a video
using no previous knowledge of the underlying system. This algorithm uses various
feature detectors to accurately and efficiently track salient image regions. Using these
features, the system automatically matches features across frames and estimates the
geometry of the scene using the normalized eight-point algorithm. Afterwards, it estimates the intrinsic camera parameters using recently published methods of camera
calibration and then uses triangulation to generate an initial three-dimensional representation of the observed scene. This initial representation is then used to robustly
track the scene and camera in subsequent frames. As new frames are observed, the
proposed system refines the three-dimensional measurements and extends the threedimensional map as needed. By taking advantage of the multi-core architecture of
most modern CPUs as well as the ever-increasing computational power of GPUs, this
system is able to track a static background in real time.
My second contribution presents a novel method for accurately tracking a moving person in a video and accurately estimating their relative pose at each point in
time. This technique begins by building an initial pose estimate using the work of Ramanan et al. [49, 50]. This estimate is further extended to be robust to changes in scale
by an efficient search across scale space while tracking. Next, the two-dimensional
pose model is extended to differentiate between the left and right limbs by applying
specific smooth motion constraints to the velocities of each limb. Finally, the tracking results for each limb are refined using a human motion model, which attempts
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to model the inherent smooth motion of limbs under constant acceleration for typical human movement. By calculating the errors between the original limb position
estimate and the estimate generated by the motion model, I can interpolate between
both results to generate a final two-dimensional pose estimate that improves the results of the original method in various situations. Additionally, by combining this
approach with the previously discussed background tracking algorithm, the proposed
method is able to track and reconstruct a scene while allowing moving people to be
present. This presents a solution to overcome one of the major hurdles of SFM- and
SLAM-based approaches.
My third contribution presents a method for estimating the three-dimensional
motion of a person from a monocular video, a task that is typically solved using
multiple cameras. Using the refined two-dimensional human pose estimate along
with several heuristics, I present a method that is capable of accurately capturing the
three-dimensional pose and motion of a person. The main idea of the method is to
estimate the three-dimensional orientation of a person by observing their footprints
on the ground and then matching them to the estimated reconstruction of the static
background. The two-dimensional pose is extended into three dimensions by finding
the most likely three-dimensional position of a person that projects onto the given
two-dimensional pose estimate. Because this is an ill-posed problem, several heuristics
are used to simplify the calculations.
By putting these contributions together, my research has yielded a framework
for a system capable of tracking and mapping the observed scene in a video while
simultaneously estimating the three-dimensional structure of the static background
as well as any people present in the scene, whether they are moving or not. I have
illustrated the usefulness and feasibility of this system by using it to solve various
video analysis tasks, as described in the previous chapter.

5.3

Limitations

Like many of the related works in the literature, the work presented here is not
without its limitations. Although this method is incredibly useful in its current state,
the limiting factors described in this section inhibit it from becoming more universally
useful. Luckily, these limitations have possible solutions that provide directions for
future research.
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The static scene tracker has two main limitations. The first is its inability to generate accurate three-dimensional measurements when there is no camera movement
in the scene. The lack of motion in the camera does not allow the system to observe
and exploit the parallax observed between objects at different distances; therefore,
all image features in this case are assumed to be at the same depth. The second
limitation is the inability of the system to handle independently moving objects. In
Chapter 3, I presented an extension to the system for handling independently moving
people by modeling their motions. However, this human model does not extend to
other moving objects such as cars or animals. To overcome this limitation, one would
have to either introduce a method of tracking and segmenting moving objects from
the rest of the scene or introduce techniques for modeling the motions of other specific
objects.
The two-dimensional human pose estimation suffers from a few limitations as well.
First, the initial pose estimate is very dependent on strong image gradient to perform
limb detection. Because one of the first steps in the method is to search the image for
rectangular regions, any limbs that appear blurry due to motion blur will fail in the
detection and tracking stages of this algorithm because no rectangular region will be
found in the area. This is not only true of motion blur but also camouflaging effects
as well (e.g., when the color of the background matches the color of a person’s limbs
due to clothing, skin tone, etc). Due to the low gradient regions, rectangle detection
can fail in these scenarios as well. In certain cases, the human motion model can
cope with erroneous detections due to weak gradients, but because this refinement
step is based on color histograms, it is rendered useless when the colors on the person
being tracked are similar to the colors of the background behind the person. Another
limitation of the human tracker is its inability of detecting a partial human body. The
tracker is designed to detect limbs and then find the positioning with the greatest
likelihood of being a person, but for it to work correctly, it expects to be able to see
every limb of the body, thereby effectively rendering it useless for frames where the
camera is sufficiently zoomed in on a person whose full set of limbs is not visible.
The other limitation of the system is related to the three-dimensional human
model. First, recall that several heuristics place articulation restrictions on the limbs
in order to simplify of extending the two-dimensional pose onto three dimensions, but
these restrictions are not true of a typical human body, thereby limiting the range of
poses the three-dimensional model can accurately capture. For example, under the
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proposed framework, the human model cannot cross its arms or legs, a pose that is
definitely very common for people to perform. Although this is not a very debilitating
problem, it still prevents the three-dimensional model from matching the complete
range of motion of a person.

5.4

Future Work

Although the current system contains several limitations, they provide excellent
directions for future research. Here, I will describe possible directions of research for
each one of the current limitations as well as present existing methods that can be
applied to each one.

5.4.1

Background tracking

The first issue is related to the inability of the system to generate a threedimensional estimation of the scene when there is no camera motion. Without any
motion, the system will see no parallax between objects, rendering it unable to accurately measure depth discrepancies between features being tracked. One way of
overcoming this problem is to use techniques related to depth from images. The work
by Saxena et al. [55, 56] is an ideal application for this case. The basic idea of this
approach is to learn a model that integrates all the monocular cues people use to
estimate the depth in single images. In doing so, the proposed work is capable of
generating a depth map from a single image by calculating the previously learned
relationships between image patches.
Another possible extension to the background tracking algorithm is the addition
of a technique to handle occlusions. Such an extension should not be a difficult task
and would provide an excellent improvement over the current approach. This can be
done several ways. The simplest and most common would be to modify the tracking
algorithm to track each feature only if the surface normal of the given region and
the optical axis of the camera are facing each other, thereby effectively stopping the
tracker from removing features due to self-occlusion. In addition, each feature can be
tested to see if its projection intersects the triangulated mesh in any way. If it does,
the feature could be ignored at the given tracking iteration to prevent it from being
occluded. Naturally, features being ignored due to occlusion would not be used in
the camera pose estimate for the given iteration.
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5.4.2

Foreground tracking

The next major limitation of this system stems from the fact that, although it can
cope with moving people in the scene, any other type of moving object can effectively
break the tracking process. This can be overcome by either separating the objects
using motion segmentation, which should yield results similar to the work by Tola et
al. [69], or attempting to model the three-dimensional structure of moving objects
by observing image patches as each object moves. This work has already been done
by Rothganger et al. [53, 54], and the results of their proposed method show great
promise.
Because my proposed method expects for people to be completely represented in
the video, it can fail in the very common case that only their upper body is illustrated.
This limitation can be easily overcome by replacing the full-body pose estimate with
an upper-body pose estimation algorithm. Recently, Eichner and Ferrari [16] have
presented such an algorithm whose performance seems to be very robust and efficient.
Incorporation of their algorithm onto this framework should be straightforward and
trivial, allowing this system to become even more robust.

5.5

Closing Remarks

This dissertation documents my research towards solving the problem of automatically generating three-dimensional scene representations from monocular videos
using no previous knowledge of the underlying system. I have presented my contributions to the area as well as illustrated the feasibility of the method by showing several
successful applications of this system. Although the system has its limitations, my
hope is that it shows other researchers that analyzing video content by observing
three-dimensional structure is not only possible but also very useful.
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